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Those Who Should Know Say The Lost
Dollar Invested In Advertising Brings A
Greofet Return Than The First . . .
Why Not Try It?
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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, Sept. 15, 1949

THE PRINCESS GOES DANCING

1 Hobby Is Named
istant Fire Chief
Succeed Glenn

Tigers Said To Be
In Condition For
Morganfield Game
Coach Declines To
Predict Outcome Of
First Grid Battle

—

Looks Good. Too

Ditch Knee-Deep
In Scrambled Eggs
A Fredonia road ditch ran
knee deep in scrambled eggs
(uncooked) early Tuesday.
The sad situation arose
when a huge trailer truck,
laden with 21,600 eggs overturned in the ditch on a
sharpe curve on the outskirts
of Fredonia. About half the
eggs became a gooey mass.
The truck, hauling 420 cases
of eggs, was damaged badly.
The mishap occurred at 12:20
a. m.
Atkinston Truck Lines, McLeansboro, Ill., was listed as
owner of the vehicle. The
driver, uninjured, left without
giving his name to. local authorities.

New Hospital Bond
Issue To Come Up
This November
Fiscal Court Authorized Placing Of a

Butler High Tigers will come
$70,000 Bond Issue On Ballot To Complete
out in full force Friday night to
Building; Tax Rate Not To Be Affected
meet their first opponent, MorCaldwell Fiscal Court unanimganfield, for the 1949-50 grid seaously voted Tuesday to authorize
son.
Acreage Allotment On placing of a $70,000 bond issue on
Coach John Hackett said
the ballots at the November electhat up to Wednesday no member
Corn May Be Proclaimed
tion to provide sufficient funds
f the team had been injured
Acreage allotments on corn
for completing Caldwell County
enough during practice to be out
may be proclaimed for the
War Memorial Hospital.
of the game. "The boys are in
1950 crops now, W. S. TrayMembers of the court voted to
good condition after their last
lor, chairman of the Caldadd the $70,000 bond issue to the
several weeks', work-out even
well County AAA committee,
$100,000 issue which was prevthough some of them don't look
announces.
iously placed on ballot and passso good on the field," he stated.
Allotments will be determed by a majority vote of 6 to 1.
Probable line-up for Friday's
ined on the basis of indicatAdditional money needed to
game, which begins at 8:15, will
ed corn production in 1949,
complete the hospital will be
be Billy McCaslin, left end; Billy
and the anticipated carryabout $52,000, which is the cost
Martin or Garnett Peters, tackle;
over as of Oct. 1, he explainabove the amount originally esBilly Wilkerson or Buddy
ed.
timated to build the hospital, acStroube, guard; Charlie Wade,
has been
county
Caldwell
First Grade Class
cording to Tom Simmons, hospital
center; 7. C. Dunbar, right guard;
proclaimed one of those
committee chairman.
Room And Teacher
Powell, right tackle, and Felix
counties which might be
Mr. Simmons said the commitLear, right end.
brought into the commercial
Added At Eastside
tees asked for a $70,000 bond isIn the backfield, the line-up,
corn producing ares in 1950
Enroihnent reeords this week
of her native habcostume
The
sue so that if costs rise between
Princess Elizabeth smiles at her kilted partner, David Bogle, at according to the coach, probably at Butler high S •hool atid Easton a minor civil division basis
itate, Arizona, becomes Jacque
now and the time the hospital is
a dance at Victory Hall, Aboyne, Aberdeenshire, Sept. 10. The Prin- will be Robert Williamson, quaras -provided in the 1938 AAA
side Graded School disclose an in- Mercer, Miss America of 1949, as
completed, there will be sufficcess wears a lime green dress with a Stuart tartan sash. (AP Wire- terback; Bill Lubben, halfback; crease of 121 pupils in the two
being
asked
are
Farmers
Act.
well as bathing suits. The 18ient money and another bond isJerry P'Pool or Ken Barrett, halfphoto via radio from London).
by the local AAA to call at
schools over the number enrolled year-old brunette dressed like
sue will not be needed. Furtherback, and Billy Traylor, fullback.
and
immediately
office
the
sehool
1948
the
at the close of
this Tuesday, as she met with
more, bonds will be issued only
Coach Hackett said the football
Larry Pedley Gets
furnish acreage information
year, Superintendent C. T. Pol- press representatives at a New
as the money is needed, he stated.
field this year is in about the
for
crops
other
and
corn
for
lard, announces.
Promotion At KM!
York hotel room.(AP Wirephoto).
Mr. Simmons pointed out that
best condition it has been for sevthe years 1947-1948 and 1949.
Butler reported 550 pupils enLawrence (Larry) L. Pedley,
T. M. Conway, of Bankers Bond
eral years. He declined to predict
rolled, an increase of .19 over last
son of Mr. and Mrs. Gracean M.
Company, Louisville, advised the
the outcome of Friday's game, but
year, sad Eastside reported 689,
Pedley Locust Street, a fifthACCEPTS BANK POSITION
court that a new bond issue will
he did say he thought Morganat
Enrollment
se
71
of
in
an
year cadet at Kentucky MiliJames McCaslin
Miss Betty Sue Mayhugh, not affect the tax rate in Caldfield had about the same team it
remained
School
Dotson-kolored
tary Institute at Lyndon, has redaughter of Mrs. D. W. May- well county so long as the preshad last year.
Named Commander
at lil6.
cently been named Cadet First
hugh, Lamasco, has accepted a po- ent tax valuation on property reOf Local 'Pup' Tent
Lieutenant, ranking tenth in the
sition as bookkeeper at the First mains the same.
Pup Tent No. 13, Military Or- Princeton Mother
battalion. The selection was basNational Bank. Miss Mayhugh is
Last estimates on the cost of
Baptist Sunday School
ed on leadership, scholarship and der of the Cooties, was instituted Gets War Medals From
graduate of Lyon County High the new hospital total $407,000.
a
Group To Meet Friday
military performance.
last wed( at the local VFW Post
Project Dasigned
School, Kuttawa.
This includt.s furnishing and
The Caldwell Baptist AssociaNo. 5595. Officers and delegates King of England
equipping the building, he added.
With
Farmers
White tion of Sunday Schools will hold
Help
To
Hammond,
Lucille
Mrs.
Paducah,
of
from Pup Tents
The hospital chairman said that
medals
three
m.
p.
received
7:30
has
at
street,
meeting
planning
a
Farm Management
Elizabethtown, Cloverport, Branit will be at the community's adEngland,
of
George
Midway
the
at
16
Sept.
King
Friday,
from
Caldwell county will be one
denburg and Owensboro were
vantage if the money is not obBritish Army, Baptist Church, Cobb road it is
here to present a charter to the representing the
of the twelve counties in the state
tained from the R. F. C. "A loan
service of her announced.
meritorious
the
for
local order.
from this organization would sadBoaz, who was
Purposc of the meeting will to partieipate in the Farm and
Edward H. Young, state com- son, Pvt. Ralph
dle the public with a burdensome
durProgram
Development
Home
1944.
October,
teams
planning
Burma.
organize
in
to
be
Program Committees
Replaces Dr. Summers
mander, of Elizabethtown, con- killed
debt. Also, the expense of testBoaz, 21, had served with that will visit various churches ing the coming year, according
Private
ceremonies.
the
ducted
Hugh
Named By Mrs.
ing the legality of agreements beBrinson At Ogden
only in the country and assist with to County Agent R. A. Mabry.
Officers elected for the coming the American Field Service
tween the county and hospital
Yates, President
Representatives from HomeSchool
Sunday
of
up
months.
six
setting
the
Church
about
Memorial
McCaslin„
W.
James
year were
corporation would not .make an
The annual meeting for CaldMedals were the Burma Star, goals and aim for the next year, makers Advisory Council, Farm
Rev. Joseph F. Callender, who
commander; Murray Sell, viceDirectors and Extension has served as pastor at St. Luke's R. F. C. loan feasible.
Bureau
well Homemakers will be held
the
Medal,
it
War
and
Star
said.
Indian
is
. Nuckols Family
coFtmouider; Ralph Kevil, junior
Wednesday, Oct. 19, Mrs., Hush
Every church in the association Committee, mot in the Extension Methodist Church, Louisville, the
latter being equivalent to the
'• • Yates, president of the Caldwell vice-commander; J. T. Fralkk, Purple Heart.
Reunion Here
is urged to have a representative Office Monday to hear H. W. last three years, was assigned to Train Wrecks Truck
Crisp,
Richard
quarter-master;
ly reunion was held at County Homemakers Association,
Whittenburg, assistant state lead- the Ogden Memorial Methodist
Private Boaz was the grandson present.
P. Morse,
At Fredonia Crossing
of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. announced at a meeting of the judge advocate; John
er of county agents, explained the Church here at the closing sesPogrotsky, sur- of Mrs. E. D. Boaz, N. Jefferson
Marvin
chaplain;
An Illinois Central System
Highland Avenue, Sun- advisory council last Thursday.
project.
Hyland
at
sion of the annual conference
geon; Everett L. Son, provost street, and Mr. and Mrs.
Accepts Teaching
4.
Mr. Whittenburg said the pro- Owensboro Sunday. The Rev. freight on the Princeton-EvansCommittees appointed by Mrs. marshall; Harmon J. Morse, his- Mitchell, Highland Avenue.
lunch was served to Mr. Yates to plan the event were:
Post In Florida
ject was designed for men and Mr. Callendar is widely known ville line smashed an unoccupied
hospital chairRucker, Riverside, Calif., Program committee, Mrs. D. W. torian; Gid S. Pool,
Pat Hardeman, son-in-law of women to plan a program of farm in Methodist circles throughout pickup truck at a crossing in
18-month
Piercy,
Jack Porter Enrolls
k Hayes, Chattanooga, Satterfield, Mrs. Clifton Clift, man; Pyron
Mark Cunningham, has accepted management for five years which the State, having assisted in vari- Fredonia early Monday night.
Howard McGough, 12The truck stalled when the
N and Mrs. Paul Lynch and Mrs. W. D. Armstrong; nami- trustee;
a position at Florida Christian would include all phases of farm ous revival meetings as an evageUniversity
Columbia
At
trustee; William E. Mcowner, George Milroy, Fredoni t
daughter, Laura Lee, ation, Mrs. Ray Martin, Mrs. month
professor of living.
as
Tampa,
College,
and
Mr.
of
son
Jr.,
Porter,
Jack
singer.
listic
Caslin, 6-month trustee; R. T.
farmer, drove it on the tracks.
and Mrs. T. P. Taylor, Virgil Coleman and Miss Robbie
Miss Leone Gillett, assistant
J. Porter, Paducah, has philosophy. Mr. Hardeman was
Dr. Summers Brinson, who has
Rowland, adjutant; and J. E. Mrs. A.
Milroy had gone for help when
Springs; Mrs. Luther Sims; decoration, Bethany Club;
enrolled at Columbia University, graduated from the University of state leader of home agents, stat- served as pastor the last two M
guard.
of
officer
Neel,
-; Mr. and Mrs. W. H. refreshments, Friendship club.
New York City, to do post-gradu- Illinois, Urbana, in June. Mrs. ed that county and home agents years, was assigned to Davidson r the train came along.
Highland Avenue; Mr. Mrs. Charles Hubbard will be in
ate work in English literature. He Hardernan, the former Sara Delia would work closely with farni Memorial Methodist Church,
• Noble Paris and Mrs. charge of the location committee.
was graduated from Amherst Col- Cunningham, and their little families, and that the plan had Louisville.
Band Boosters To
Rucker, Fredonia.
lege in 1948. The Porters are for- daughter, Gail, have joined Mr. worked exceedingly well in WarA native of Union County, the Meet Monday Night
A report on home furnishings
two
the
ren
Counties,
and Todd
Mrs. George D. Tay- Was given by Mrs. Ray Martin;
Hardeman in Tampa.
mer residents of Princeton.
new pastor formerly held a pastThe Band Boosters Club will
ad Mrs. Fenton F. Tay- clothing Mrs. C. McConnell; food
pilot counties.
orate in Providence and more re.nd Mrs. Vernon Taylor and canning; Mrs. W. Crowe; 4cently at St. Luke's Methodist meet at Butler High School, Monge Randolph Taylor, all H, Mrs. Floyd Dunbar; publicity,
Church Louisville, where he has day, Sept. 19, at 7 p. m. for its
Kiwanis Club
Passes
county, and Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Alvin Lisanby; membership, C. M. Howard
served the last three years. He regular meeting, it is announced
To Send Three
has been in the ministry since by Mrs. C. C. Bishop, publicity
Mrs.,Homer Mitchell; citizenship, With Heart Ailment At
in
chairman.
All bandparents are
Men To Meeting
1940 and is about 35 years of age.
Mrs. Clifton Clift and Mrs. Guy
Minneapolis Hospital
The Princeton Kiwanis Club A graduate of Kentucky WesleyShoulders.
To Continue
Clyde M. Howard, 54, a former
Miss Leone Gillett, assistant resident of Princeton, died at • Organization of the North Side Larkins and Mrs. Larkins; Mil- will send three representatives to an College, Winchester, and PresChurch
state leader of home agents, asked Northwestern Hopsital, Minneap- Baptist mission into a church dred Stone and Mrs. Flora Car- the 1949 convention of the Ken- byterian Theological Seminary, Visiting Ministers
services will continue
tucky-Tennessee Kiwanis district Louisville .he is married and has
that each federated chairman give olis, Minn., early Wednesday is now complete with 77 persons ter Darnell.
Address Kiwanians
tal Holiness church,
to be held September 21-24 at two children. He is also a veteran
a report On the accomplishments morning of a heart ailment. He listed as charter members, the
Basil
Mrs.
Garnett
Mrs.
Lewis,
Kiwanians heard the Rev. W. H.
street, throughout
of
pastor
Hatler,
Mcpresident
M.
Howard
December
Lexington,
I.
War
G.
H.
Rev.
World
the
of
at
on each goal
had only been ill for about
it is announced. Billy
Rev. Callendar led congrega- Tallent, Maryville, Tenn., and the
'the First Baptist Church, an- Pugh, Jessie Mae Coleman, Myr- Connell announces.
council.
week.
McCool, 12-year-old
tle Candler, Basil Pugh, Marlyn
Delegates will be McConnell, tional singing in revivals here Rev. H. M. Scott, of Milan, Tenn.,
Others present were Madames
Born in Princeton May 13, 1895, nounces.
SIC in charge of the
Organization services were held Milton, Mrs. Dollie Milton, Mrs. Edward Johnstone and Paul in 1943 and 1948. He and his at their regular meeting WednesWill Fike, Aaron Cummins, Mr. Howard was a son of Mrs.
which will be conducted
family are expected to arrive day. Rev. Tallent is conducting an
Robert Morris, Howard Pickering, F. A. Howard, N. Harrison street, Sunday, Sept. 4, at the church, Lillie Dryer, Mrs. Mitchell Boit- Dunn.
hurch instead of the tent.
More than 110 clubs in the dis- today and will occupy the Metho- evangelistic meeting at the CumW. I). Armitiong; Harlan Ennis; and the late Mr. Horfard..He re- with the Rev. Hatler giving the nottt Harriet Hobby, Lucy Young
berland Presbyterian church and
Mi§s • Maxine Garrigan, assistant ceived his education in the city Sermon. Preceding the sermon, Stembridge, Mrs. Owen Glass and trict, embracing a membership of dist parsonage at 205 S. Jefferson is a
former member of the Linand
Geriban
Mrs.
the
Mitchell.
for
director
music
professional
and
business
street.
Cagle,
6,000
Doc
VandiWilma
of
Miss.
Judging Team
graduate
agent;
'a
was
home
schools, and
coln Park, Mich., Ki*anis Club.
E.
McMcCaslin
Mrs.
L.
and
Hopkinsdelchurch,
are
send
to
leaders,
reexpected
was
Baptist
Hummel
W.
0.
Rev.
Second
he
agent..
where
ver, home
Princeton High school,
0 State Fair
conducted a song service. Caslin, H. C.' Driskill and Mrs. egates to the four-day meeting.
turned to the Hopkinsville dis- Rev. Scott is director of music for
played football. He later studied
labry, County agent,- arthe revival. David Alexander was
Mrs.
Driskill,
Cecil
J.
Hobby,
Anna
Rev.
by
feaoffered
will
The
program
was
speaking
prayer
•
trict as superintendent.
A
Picnic
)Faculty
'
pharmacy under Professor Mc, a 4-H judging team Scheid
Junior Kiwanian forthe week and
members.aratheir. Ernald, who gaite private instruc- 'Perty Carter with the Rev. Fred Dean Hobby, Rev. Rodolph Lane ture the. appearance of three Ki- district were:
faculty
.New
,
of 'Jimmie
High tions here. At the time of Mr. Wood, pastor of fte Midway Bap- Dean Hobby Rev. Rodblph Lane wanis officers, including Thomas
Other appointments for the other guests were Misses Dorothy
•S. Benny Mashburn, wivraql hustiands at Butler
Elizabeth
Graded Howarcii:death he owned mil tist church, bringing the devo- and Mrs. Lane, Mrs. Josie Morse, L. Husselton, Washington, D. C., Adairville, Walter T. Jones; Al- Ann Wood and, Mary
Eastside
and
School
Di( nnan to the KenMrs. Lee Byrd, Buddie McCaslin, director of national organizations lensville, W. D. MilliIcen Cadiz, Mills, iiew Englith'instrUctors at
tional.
with
el.
entertaini
Akron,
in
Store
drug
be
a
Will
operated
schoOi
, ite, Fair. Thursday, Sec'After the sermon, 12 ministers Mrs. Elmer Cook, Robbie Candler, of the community activities di- Robert G. Shaver; Cadiz' Circuit Butler -High. •
a picnic' at 5:30.p. :in. Monday, Ohio. A brother, Frink Howard.
a council to decide whe- Mrs. Maud Candler, Garvis Pinste- vision of the U. S. Savings Bond R. E. Melton; Crofton, Harold
formed
, •
it
Springs,
in
KuRawa
him
prec'eded
Hopktrisville,
lei...at
of
team will participate irti Sept.
• - ther the mission could qualify as gar and Mrs. Pinnegar, Erve Chil- division of the Treasury Depart- Midkiff; Depoy, John W.•Moore; Four Fredonia F. F. A.
••
The pica‘c • will death in 1941.
. which 'will as ahncnincsild.,.
judging,
church, Rev. Hatter said. Mem- dress Jr., Mrs. Thomas, Howard ment and an international trus, Drakesboro, Alvis Let Elkton
Other survivors ate. his wife,
be given by ,Scheol facult y.membeet, sheep, and hogs.
Members Go To Fair
.of Roth.- bers of'the council"tkere Rev. H. Sftenridge, A. 'I'. Pinnegar and tee; Lee F. Campbell, Middles- and Bells, I. H. Owen; Elkton
the former Thelma Moen:
tbers of last year.
Pour members of the Fredonia
Mrs.
Thomas,
Pinnegar,
Dannie
J.
Rev.
moderator;
and
of
merchant
treasurer'
Haller,
boro,
G.
M.
'Cir'Circuit,
E.
W.
Epley
Sipes;
say, Minn.; a sister, Mrs. J. L.
ian Wins
and twoMieces, Holland Thomas, pastor of Fre- Mrs. Howard Carnes, 'Mrs. Lois the community.service, and Har- cuit, R.,D. Humphrey; Greenville Chapter of Future Farmers of
Princeton,
Aroom,
40-HolifVeek For.'.
clerk;' Dr. F. M. Nichols, Mis. Roy Ward' and per Gattorl, Madisonville, 'school Circuit R. I. Graham; Guthrie, America left today for Louisville
Mrs. Robert Kirk. the fordier donia Church,
AI; TO. NOW. York
sugerintendent and .a past inter- H. A. Pullen; Ktrkinansville, C. to entei cows in the State Fair
Masters, Ftrst Church at Prince- Mitchell Brown,
kg...fifective Here
and
Paducah:
of
C.
Groom,I.
Nancy
Woodall, v, inner of. a
Mrs. Louise rown, Philip Pugh, national president .
.
toe;' ReV.-O. M.' Shultz, First
G. Oliver.; Kuttawa, R. K. Hulse; dairi mttle e7ntest Those planDue to 14.04arige-over to a 40- Miss Mildred Crroom,'Priticetdrit
P to New York City,
Church, Princetoti; • Rev. Fred GarnettLewis, Mrs. Robeikrodie, . Lloyd M. Easterling, Clarks- Kulta,wa ,Circult, 0. T. Neathery; ning tb• enter the cOntesf to be
there is
1,
3e¢tember
be
will
body
week,
•
Howard's
hpur
Mr.
for that-only •Moncley
sIairt change in the oper- brought to Princeton for funeral Wood, pastor of Midway Church; •Mrs. 6ene Cummins, llilis:';Frdnk ville, Tenn., manufacturer and LeWisbneg, i. V. Adams; North held Fridaly are Billy BOhnott,
accomPanied by. Mrs. .t.talse a
-freight service here, it seryices and burial, though ;sr-, Rev. J. H. Maddox, pastor of Sisk, Prank'Sisk, J. T. Childress, governor of the Kentucky-Ten- Cadiz Circuit, J. A. Collier; Peon- Ben Littlefield,'Robert-Seymore
of
IS attend the 90th anni- atlions
and Garnett Trkylor.
C. S. Collier, fangettents Wednesday were- tres'Second • Church,' •Hopkinsville; Billie McCaslin, Donnie • 'Lewis, nessee. Kiwanis distriet, will pre- broke and. Chapel -Hill,. J.
thV 0.21ultab6e Life was antiouriterilly
Rev.'Z: Cannon;piiiter of Leban- Mrs. John Hall, Marizmna Tandy, side at the eonvention, which also. Coomer;. Princeton Circuit, E. D.
The freight of- 5complirter
Society of New York. fhcal trainmastir.
on Church; Rev.".Mitard Deak- Joan Wild, John detmali•Mitch- will highlight committee corifer7 Collier; Russellville, C. G. Sledge; Revivalln.
Saturdays, in
a was given to Mr. fice will be open on
Progress
ins, pastor of Kuttawa Church;. ell, Neal 'Cook Wiard;,11Cinfieth ences, a discussion of plena for Russellville Circuit, Kenneth WilP.* Cook, wjth only .
A.
charge
of
Transferred
At
'Woodriiff
Church
Presbyterian
Young,.
'Carter,
MisKenneth
lime
'bi: kuititOle, Li4e Joe
WarVMrir.
Otis
election
Perry
coming
and
the
of
et-year,
J:
Res,
rah
liarbs;' Trenton, John Hamilton.
$21,000 in Insurance freers one assartant. The public
Revival services at the Cumber.
sion Dbard; Rey. Red' Woodall, Darnell Lee By1:4'end ',Clay B. officerS.'.
y of
Henninger,
H
tav
.
e
S.r.rj
se
'secreINS to Aug. 31, 1949.
pect to receive service at this of- T6-Madisonville
and Vick.
tary; J. F. Callendar, district land Presbyterian. Church, W.
qv if business demands. cteorge Woodruff, who has been pastor lot-Liberty Church,
liesWadlIAI will fice, Caber
Market street, are noir in proAfter the reception 'of letters,
W. Harris, Covington, Va.
bfficiit
Interstate
C°,
Rev.
Ticket
local
the
of
evangelism.
meager
said.
Assistant County
gress under the directiori of the
tyruipti",,...lArft0 office Mr. *111 remain the same, and Finance Office the last two' year!,
council adjourned the the moderator read the Covenant
the
.
,
or before returning hours
Lane presented a anti 'the Articles of Faith with Agent Resigns Here
ATTEND bltUOINSTir MEET e• Rev. W. H. Tallent, Maryville,
train bperations will remain as has been transferred to the Mad- Rev. Rodoiph
'Tenn. Rev. Tallent opeed the
BdvArd, Francis, of Trigg
Need of a Baptist. the membe,s voted to adopt. Then,
"The
on
paper
ennouncwas
'it
office;
isonville
Clifton Wood and Chailei Elder
.
0 usual/ he ;added•
colapity. who was assigned. to the
series, of services lest Sunday
attended a 'State' bruggists' At
T)leaday. H hsbeen"replac- Church Here." Then persons at the cbuncil toRl'the congregatiOn
MD TO MEET
1
the mission were invited to come It' met ali quIlitications for',be- position of assista.nts...eolinty, pgent sociation meeting :in Louisville .rnorping. .
by James T. Holt, who w
Fr,,4
ed
S.
--oma Ladies' Aid •f luka Ferry Ont.
Scott. Milan, Tenn. is the
here effective Sept. 1, has resigntransferred from Russellville. Mr,. forward A 15d present their letters coming chureh. '
‘i mberlartd Presbyterisin
this leek While. there,. 0;in also
e4singehritie singer 5,4,1ih VS years
Before the meetinrended.letro ed to. accept a position with the attended the State
Resumes Service
Holt, whose home is In Sturgis, to the clef k.
Fair..
z•
.62
meet tonight with
estperionce.in tithe field of directThose charter members were: others were received under the Mittrteatiolis 1follae Cohn:wily,
The luka ferry on U. S. 62 be- is married and he little daughParis for their regUe
ing and singing special church
Melvin and Mrs. Fralick, Mrs. watchcare of the church until with headquarters at Lexington, ENTERS BETHEL COLLEGE
Eddyvillt
Katherine.
Jamie
ter,
and
Siiiithland
tween
meeting.
Miss Bonnie King, daughter of music, it was reported. He plays
Jerry Gray, their letters could be obtained R. A. Mabry, county agent, anHobby,
Clinton
highway
has resumed service, the
Mrs. Bill &Out, Cor- Mitchell Boitnott, Everett Young, from other churches. They were nounced this week. Nobody has Mit. and Mrs. Bill King of Fre- several musical instruments,
147 witenton, of Fre- department announces. The ferry Mr. andvisiting
relatftiolle het* Mn. Everett Youril, Reeks Franks, Mrs. Annie Pugh and Gnome been named to succeed him, the donia, entered Bethel Woman's which include a trombone, mudare
eorsineting a revival at was put out of service by low bin,
• Gaileg•-•1 Hopiinnoinherlienday. cal saw Ewa_
iliele.,11..11.
1.5..-.077~040111/4.40•34 said.
Weak
.4.1048aglia)(401614.410ntr-sWAS.
wn• KY., this week.

presented to the city by
P. Pray Company, of
Mo., to construct imts to Princeton's watet
mg system at a cost of
was accepted by the'
of.Council Monday night.
which provides for the
n of the impi.ovements
240 Ws,calls for the cone( a filtration plant,
softener and other added
' according to Mayor
Cash. Work on the project,
•b expected to get underOctober 1.
presented last July for
the city's water im. were all rejected as
too high and readvertisefor new bids was ordered
September 12 being fixed as
• for opening new bids.
rs previously estimated
of making the improveit $106,976 and the lowest
Ited last July called for
• ture of $136,000 or $24,than the estimated cost.
ted bid of Don P. Pray
y was only $4,525 above
• rs' estimate.
at the meeting Monday,
elected Regil Hobby
re chief, succeeding
nn, who was promoted
f last week.
Louncil instructed members
police department to be
t" in the enforcement of
laws, which include speeden driving and reekSince so many children
the streets going to and
school, extra precautions
e should be taken, they
told.
police judge's report showfines of $11 each were colduring August for drunken
it was reported.

Enrollment Up In
Two City Schools

VFW Organizes
Military Order

Caldwell County
To Participate
In Farm Program

Homemakers Club
To Hold Meeting

J. F. Callendar
Assigned Here

Princeton Native
Dies Wednesday

Mission Is Organized
Into Baptist Church

r

35(
45(

fre‘

•

rAt

ihM114
,
11161.W.4..

.4.{.4,,i41000106. 164.1.1.4001116.0414.04111011114.4.40.1100
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Threat To Small Towns
One effect from pushing up minimum
wage levels is to bar from employment
needy workers who cannot qualify production-wise at the higher levels . . . .
and to narrow down the number of potential employers, says an editorial writer in
one of the big dailies coming to this desk.
We are all more or less concerned about
the bill, recently passed by both houses of
Congress, fixing the minimum wage level
at 75 cents an hour; and we have personally noted, long ago, that the fixing of
wages at Washington operates very heavily against little business and employers
in small towns.
Henry Ford said, some 30-odd years ago
when he announced the lowest paid worker in his growing automobile industry
would be paid $5 a day and all the other
magnates and companies hollered their
heads off that Henry was not only going
broke but would break them too, "no wage
is high if it is earned ;" and with that, we
heartily agree.
But on today's labor market, too many
workers seek employment with the sole
end in view of getting the highest possible
pay for doing the least possible work. In
the big factories, labor unions have spotters who warn industrious men not to produce so much, least they show up the
slower and less adept employes working

around them. This tends to destroy individual effort, makes for inefficiency, less
production all along the line . . . . and
hence, greater cost of the product manufactured and higher prices for consumers.
In small businesses, where the Pt ice level is fixed by long custom and the government does not (perhaps cannot) regulate the selling price of the finished product, the effect of minimum wage laws
has been very bad. It has been so bad in
the country newspaper business that, in
our judgment, many of them cannot much
longer survive. The reason is that the
higher wages are not earned, in the sense
that the employer can make a profit on
his workers' efforts.
It may be said, with some reason perhaps, that such small businesses as cannot
meet today's competition under the minimum wage and other burdens, are not
really essential enterprises and that those
of us addicted to spending our energies in
them had better look for more profitable
work.
But residents of small towns and the
little businessmen who run their stores,
their newspapers, their churches a n d
their schools, are loath to be legislated out
of existence . . . . a process which is,
alas, proceeding swiftly in this era of
great change. (The Lyon County Herald)

Talented Live In Rural Area
An enterprising correspondent for the
Associated Press has examined the new
issue of the Congressional Record and has
discovered that the majority of our lawmakers have come from the farms and
small towns of the nation, and are proud
of it.
Each Congressman was asked to write
a brief autobiography for the directory
and time after time, says the correspondent, the lawmaker started out with a
"John Jones, of Podunk, Ky., born in Podunk, etc." One legislator proudly admits
that he was born in a log-cabin, continuing the log-cabin tradition long after the
log-cabin itself has vanished from the
American scene.
The fact that most of the assemblies in
the states and Congress itself are composed of a majority from the rural areas
is a phenomenon seldom noted and not
explained. Just why a section of the na-

tion that contains less than fifty per cent
of the population should control upwards
of sixty per cent of the law-making bodies
of the nation is somewhat of a mystery.
Of course we could say that the training
that one receives on the farm and in the
small town is more conducive to the energy and high purposes necessary to get
ahead in the political world and perhaps
there is some truth in the matter. But
there must be other practical reasons why
the small town boy makes good in this
field.
It is quite possible that rural people
would rather vote for rural candidates believing they are more to be trusted than
the slickers from the cities. And as our
rural candidates seem to be able to carry
the metropolitan areas too it would seem
that the cities have little confidence in
their own slickers.—The (Va.) HeraldProgress.

Revised Gettysburg Address
One-score and 16 years ago our fathers here, have gone far beyond our power to
brought forth upon this nation a new tax, add and subtract.
Our creditors will little note nor long
conceived in desperation and dedicated to
remember what we pay here, but the Buthe proposition that all me n are fair
reau of Internal Revenue can never forget
game.
what we report here: It is for us taxpayNow we are engaged in a great mass of ers rather to be devoted here to the tax
calculations testing whether that taxpay- return which the government has thus far
er or any taxpayer so confused and so im- so nobly spent. It is rather for us to be
poverished can long endure. We are met dedicated to the big task remaining before
on Form 1040. We have come to dedicate us—that from these vanished dollars we
a large portion of our income to a final take increased devotion to the few reresting place with these men who here maining; that we here highly resolve that
spend their lives that they may spend our next year will not find us in a higher inmoney.
come tax bracket.
It is altogether anguish and torture
That this taxpayer, underpaid, shall fithat we should do this. But in the legal gure out more deductions; and that taxasense we cannot evade—we cannot cheat tion of the people, by the Congress, for
—we cannot underestimate this tax. The the government, shall not cause our solcollectors, clever and sly, who computed vency to perish.—Shelby (S. D.) Record.

Confucius VS. Communism
Confucius, the Chinese

philosopher,

who died in 478 B. C., seven years before
the birth of Socrates, has had greater influence over the Chinese than any man
who was ever born among them. If he

prepared

and bad profound respect for public ocisslas. and held that when a public official
found himself in conflict with

pebbly sea-

--••••••••••••••••••••••••••••*

ed than a mait.eatiag tiger."
It was true then, it Is true now.
— Lexington
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By J.
A third-floor roomer up on
East Market street started to
work one morning last week, and
when he tried the door to his
room he found himself locked up.
The landlady declares she knows
nothing about it happened even
though that was the day his rent
was due.
• • •
The first major book on History
of Baptist in Kentucky since 1883
is now being completed by Dr,
Frank M. Masters, W Market.
Our congratulations to Dr. Masters for this work, which has taken
three years to complete.

by Jane Eada
WASHINGTON-Elkanah Watson, friend of Benjamin Franklin,
proudly exhibited some of his
fine Merino sheep in the public
square at Pittsfield, Mass., back
in 1807. His neighbors liked the
idea of showing farm products,
with barter not the primary object. They began organizing group
'exhibits at Pittsfield in 1810.
They became the pattern for the
truly American county fair of today.
This fall, through late October,
More than 2,000 county fairs will
be held throughout the nation, attracting an estimated 50,000,000
people. In September alone, some
of the large farm exhibits billed
as state fairs expect admissions
of more than 100,000.
There are state fairs at Detroit,
St. Paul, Coulmbus, Sacramento,
Syracuse, Louisville, Salt Lake
City, Des Moines, Trenton; at
Hutchinson, Kas.; Staunton, Va.;
Lewiston, Me.; and Huron, S. D.
In Massachusetts, New York
and Pennsylvania, the lists of autumn fairs run to 100 or more. Basically they are still devoted to
agriculture, despite the profusion
of side attractions, "which includes politicking in this presidential campaign year," notes the
National Geographic Society,
which has made a study of fairs
over the past.
Joseph W. Hiscox, chief of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture's
Exhibit Service, says that 25 carlot exhibitions will be sent out to
fairs direct from the Department
of Agriculture. Mr. Hiscox, 70,
who is retiring after 30 years of
service as Uncle Sam's agricultural exhibit wizard, developed federal fair contributions from practically nothing to the great mass
educational showings they are today. The government's exhibits
point out new and modern methods in agriculture, home economics, animal husbandry, forestry
preservation, soil conservation. In
addition, many state agricultural
colleges Put on exhibits at even
the smallest fairs.
At the fair, the farmer examines new methods and machinery,
trades ideas with his country

S. H.
They say-and the skirts of a
reputation are besmirched and
draggled, doomed to'be stained
from that day forth, even beyond
the grave. They say-and a busiThis is volume one, number
ness fails, customers stop coming,
one of a new feature which we
one by one, until there is none
hope you'll be able to read reguleft. They say-and a deal is
larly in The Leader. And since
closed, signed, sealed and deliverperhaps it
ed, even before the papers are this is the first effort,
drawn up. They say-and a mar- would not be amiss to tell you
riage ends in divorce court, a regular subscribers to The Leadvictim of mitunderstanding and er what's in store in future weeks.
This is a column of opinion and
malicious gossip. They sap-and a
battle is lost, for those who fight comment. It is one man's opinion,
have no faith left in the leader. and I'm just as likely to be wrong
• • •
as anyone else. Many of you in
Also they say-and a mother coming weeks undoubtedly will
knows despair, sees her dreams disagree with me. I hope you'll
for her children shattered. They on occasion, disagree so violently
say-and a child's heart is brok- that you may even write a letter
en, his faith in the goodness of to the editor.
the world irretrievably vanished.
I most emphatically do not beThe omniscient, omnipresent, om- lieve that everyone is entitled to
nipotent they and all those things his own opinion. Rather, very few
they say-they are seldom words people are entitled to express the
that are good and kind, but opinions that they hold. For the
rather words that rend and hurt. sorry truth is that many of us
But the power of they, and the prattle on about matters on which
things they say, would be van- we know noting. Instead, we have
quished from the ken of man- some preconceived notions which
i f WE would not listen.
are bolstered by a few well-chos• • •
en prejudices.
Visitors to The Leader office
In coming columns, we'll try
are always welcome and we like not to get caught in that position.
for our subscribers to come to see It may be that necessity will cornus occasionally. C. M. Oats, Route pell us to expound on the atomic
3, came in recently to ask about bomb. But it's highly unlikely.
his subscription and told us he And if that occasion arises, you
has been a regular subscriber to many firmly and accurately say,
The Leader for the last 20 years. "The guy doesn't know what he's
Here's hoping we can serve Mr. talking about!"
Oates for at least 20 more years.
Rather, the aim of this column
will be to take up and mull over
•
neighbors to improve his results. items of general interest in KenHe exhibits his finest grain, pro- tuckiana-in the Commonwealth
duce and livestock. His wife of Kentucky and the southern
shows pies, relishes, flowers and portion of Indiana. One reason for
needlework. Youthful farmers, this is the columnist is no believer
inspired by farm clubs, now vie in narrow, regional prejudice.
for blue ribbons along with their There are things which happen in
parents.
Indiana which have a solid, tellEnding a 51-year lapse started ing effect on our own state. And,
by the Spanish-American War, a good many things which happen
New York will have a fair at here are of interest to folks in
Rockefeller Center, in the very Hoosierland.
heart of Manhattan. A real farmOur politics, for example, is veexhibit fair, it will boom for 10 ry much alike, and politics is one
days late this month. The first thing you'll read considerable aNew York county fair was in bout in corning weeks. Now,
1828.
frankly, politics bores me. It is
Elkanah Watson didn't organize dull - it is apt to be dishonest. It
the first fair, the National Geo- can be degrading. Occasionally,
graphic Society points out. There some unusually filthy politics
were fairs in ancient Babylon, deal is absolutely sick-at-the-stoNineveh and Tyre. Trade fairs mach making.
were always important in EurBut it is politicians whom we
ope's history. Farm market fairs must elect to public office, and
attracted American colonists pri- so it's politicians with whom we
or to 1650. Stressing the farmer, must deal. Actually, of course,
rather than the merchant, the politics is a combination art and
county fair of today is still a good science, and in itself is just anold American pastime.
other way of earning a living. It

LITERARY GUIDEPOST
By W. G. Rogers
PEMBERLEY SHADES, by D. A.
Bonavia-Hunt (Dutton; $3);
MORE ABOUT JANE AUSTIN,
by Sheila Kaye-Smith and G. B.
Stern (Harper; $3.50)
You remember, of course, or
don't ever speak to me again, the
Bennets of Longbourn, the garrulous wife determined to marry
off her daughters, the husband
jocularly and bitingly indifferent
to social matters. They were in
Jane Austen's "Pride and Prejudice", and here they are again
in a sequel, "Pemberley Shades,"
about three years later.
Dancy and Elizabeth, wed by
Mimi Austen are given a son by
Miss Bonavia-Hunt. Jane and
Bingley, also wed by Miss Austen and given two children by her
successor; sister Kitty still looking brashly for • husband; Lady
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may not like

Is the prostituting of politics, and
we mean that in the literal sense,
which makes for such sorry situa-

tions,
public, we'll take up politics.
We're interested in health and
welfare. Right now, the nation as
a whole is coming to the end of a
campaign to raise money for infantile paralysis. You've been
hearing about it for more than a
week. You should, by this time,
have sent your contribution.
There are a number of public
health matters, and general welfare topics, which will demand
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Giving emergency calls the right-of-way is a mOtty
fine way to cooperate with your party line neighbor'
It's the spirit that makes for friendlier, better rano
all round.
Many of our customers desire different types d
service which are not generally available now—ad
as individual line or two-party line service. We hnsi
record of all such applicatious and we're working led
to provide the cables and central office equinest
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Literary
Guidepost

timent, he should retire.
Yet it was Solon, 600 B. C., and Cleisthanes, who were responsible for the establishment of the first democratic government in the world. This took place in
610 B. C. when the Athenian Republic was Catherine de burgh. still looking for a husband for her daughestablished. It was through the Greeks,
ter; and Mr. Bennet are among
not through the Chinese, through the die- the familiar
visitors at Darcre
sertations of Plato and Aristotle rather Perrsberley. Principal new charthan through the Analecta of Confucius, acter S a mystifying Stephen
that the Western world found its way to Acworth.
Mies Stern, in She most charmself-government. Confucius, nevertheless.
ing easy in bet book, declares
was a wise man, a great leader of men, that if "a Jane Austen
prescripand his fame is imperishable.
tion" were handed to an author
ly
according
to the lines laid
One day, walking with his disciples, he
saw a woman lying prone in •graveyard down. It would be a flat haws."
In one way th Doeuivia-Hunt sow weeping bitterly over a fresh mound. He
eri disapproves that, for in overengaged her in conversation and found all deirelopment it is like Min
that in turn, and not far apart, she had Austen. and on one needs to be
suffered the loss of her only brother, her an Austen addict to enjoy it. Peronly son, and her husband. Confucius ask- baps in fact an Austen tan will
be displeased, for
ed how these tragedies had oceurred, and tem-, by sentence, examined seait shows all tee
was told that it was through the agency plainly the brameasurable gap beof a man-eating tiger. "Why do you not tween a good book and a masterleave this region? the sage Inquired. The piece. The difference between the

were hying he would view with deep distrust, and fear, the progress of communism in his country. His doctrines have
been conservators. He has moulded Chines* character. It can hardly be that under
the influence of communism that character will suffer a radical change. It is more
likely that the philosophy of Confucius
will modify communism. The Chinese
have in the peat absorbed and altered materially all alien movements and alien conqueror*.
The birthday of Confuelua falls upon
Aug. 27. He was a democrat in spirit, and
taught the vital principle, on which democracy ruts, the right of the people to
rule, freedom of conscience, freedom of
speech, equality before the law, the duty
of government to respect natural rights
Sad to gutirantee them, general education answer was. '1 might not find freedom
Iliader state auspices that men might be elsewhere."
to exercise self-control and res"Hear it," said Confucius to his followpect the rights of all alike. He cultivated er*. "Arbitrary power is more to be dread-
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The soil testing laboratory for
e county is now In position to
gin testing soil samples.
The samples should be carefulcollected and allowed to air
v before bringing in for testHeat should not be used
a drying samples.
, half to one pint of soil
from 8 to 10 representative
in a field is enough soil to
in for testing. It is very imrit to number or label each
:e as to the field or area
which it was taken.
. sons bringing in samples for
..,,g should not expect to get
e results of the test for about
week after samples are left for

ung.
mt. cost

of having soil tests
will be 75 cents for single
k's from a farm and 65 cents
when two or more sam,Ire brought in from a farm.
.: following are some sugges-

111'114 for tuking good samples:
Fleida, or parts of fields, that
differ in productivity, or which
have been cropped or
fertilized
quite differently in the last few
years, should be sampled
separately.
To take sample, remove grass
or any dead material from
su
(ace.
Make opening with spade to
plow depth (6" or 7") with
one
straight side.
Take an inch slice of uniform
thickness from top to bottom of
the straight side of the opening.
Take soil from six to eight places over the field in this manner,
put together and mix thoroughly.
After mixing, dry in an open
room, then remove about one-half
pint and place in a clean, small
paper sack or jar.
Label or number each sample
so you will know what
field it
came from.
Take the soil samples to the
County Agent for testing.
Do not take samples if soil is
too wet, or else air-dry it before
mixing.
Do not take samples near tobacco or corn hills if fertilizer was
used last year.
Take samples before plowing if
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By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics

•ossible.
Samples may be taken from as
any fields as desired in this
manner, and we will test them. BABIES DIE IN BLAZING HOME: The two young sons of Joseph
ortbeins perished in this blazing home at Wasau Junction, Wis.,
In the Middle Ages the educati- while the mother was visiting next door. The boys, aged
one year and
nal titles doctor, master and pro- three years, died in the flames as the mother and other
rescuers were
essor were synonymous.
turned back by the intense heat of the fire.(AP Wirephoto)
The royal antelope of Africa is
ly about 10 inches high.
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-way is a mighti
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er, better

THE GARDEN

Kentucky's 1950 automobile liense plates will have white nuerals on a green background, it
was announced this week by C.
W. Williams, supervisor of Motor
Vehicle Registration in the Desrtment of Revenue.
Passenger car plates will be of
• lutninum and truck plates of
steel. Aluminum is being used for
art of the plates because at the
time the metal was bought steel
was not obtainable. The 1950
lates will require 108,129 pounds
f aluminum, 80,000 pounds of
teel, 1500 gallons of green enam1 and 25 gallons of white numral enamel. They will be menuactured in the metal stamping
ant of the State Reformatory at
La Grange. They will cost about
cents per plate.

the past two weeks a
way was described to make part
of a house cellar room into an
effective storing place for white
potatoes, but not all homes are
provided with such a cellar.
Many, however, do have an "outside cellar," it cave constructed of
masonry, but that does only an
indifferent job because it is ill
ventilated,
For example,' all such caves
have a vent somewhere in the
ceiling leading to the outside, but
a means for introducing fresh air,
and moisture and odors accumuwithin the structure cannot move
late.
The remedy for that situation
is surprisingly simple. For example, if the door is double, the intake opening can be cut through
the inner door, but hinged back
for closing, or enough of its bottom edge may be sawed off, but

News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceA-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
feature. The articles are reproduced Just as the Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
September 3, 1939. Gordon Lis- financial circles.
• • •
anby, youngest son of Attorney
September 6, 1929. Mr. Fred K.
and Mrs. R. W. Lisanby, will leave
Zurmuehlen, of Evansville, spent
Saturday to attend State Univerthe week-end with his parents,
sity the coming term. Gordon was
a main cog in the activities of his Mr. and Mrs. August Zurmuehclass last year at Butler High, and len, Fredonia.
we are certain that further hon• • •
ors await his efforts for advance
September 6, 1929. Mr. and Mn.
knowledge.
John Ausenbaugh and little son,
• • •
John Eliott spent Sunday with
Sept. 3, 1929. Rev. A. F. Han- Mr. and Mrs. Frank James, Hickberry and wife returned Tuesday ory Ridge.
afternoon to Eddyville after a
• • •
two weeks' trip to Ohio.
September 6, 1929, Mrs. Frank
• • •
Morgan,
Miss Carwin Cash and
September 3, 1929. Mrs. Rebecca Arnett returned home after a Postmaster Wm. E. Jones, spent
short vacation spent very pleas- the Labor Day holidays with Miss
antly with her sister, Mrs. W. D. Anne Belle Morgan in St. Louis,
Goodloe and family at their sum- Mo., having made the trip by
mer home "Linger Longer," near motor. They report a delightful
time.
Calhoun, Ky.
• • •
• • •
Septembei 10, 1929. Goodwin
September 3, 1929. Mr. and Mrs.
A. W. Glass, Mr. and Mrs. Guer- Thompson left for Bowling Green
thy Ladd and daughter, Marguer- this morning.
ite Lale, Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Lar• • •
kins and Miss Bertha Glass, who
September 10, 1929. Mr. Elliott
is attending school at Evansville, Brown has been on the sick list
Ind., spent Sunday very pleas- for several days. He made a trip
antly with the family of Marshall to Morganfield Sunday afternoon,
Ethridge.
after a late start due to the rain.
• • •
re
September 6, 1929. Mr. and
September 10, 1929. Miss Agnes
Mrs. Richard Ratliff of New York, Sigler spent
Saturday night very
are guests at the home of Mr. pleasantly with
little Misses Koon
and Mrs. Charles Ratliff, Sr., on
South Jefferson Street. In the
past few months Richard has been
establishing for himself recognition in the great metropolitan

binged back. In either case, the
size of the ripening should be in
square inches that of the floor in
square feet.
During ventilating, the ceiling
vent, the intake in the inner
door and the outer door should
be opened, and even though the
ceiling opening is only a 4-inch
tile (as many are), complete
change of air is effected easily in
two hours.

Where there Is only one door,
the intake should be cut through
it, but provision should be made
for closing it tight between ventilating times.
An outside cellar so equipped
may be "warmed" almost any day
in the winter, an hour or so, noontime. It may be cooled during
summertime by opening all vents
at evening, and closing them tight
at sunup.

Important Insurance
Announcement
Effective July 25, 1949 the Kentucky inspection Bureau announced
a reduction of approximately 17 1-2 per cent in Fire Insurance
rates affecting Princeton and Suburbs.

The American Fire & Casualty Company, a STOCK Company—and the Druggist
Deviation or Reduction of 10 per cent, and the Druggists Mutual Insurance Company
files a Deviation or Reduction of 15 per cent. These reductions are in addition to the
171
/
2 per cent announced by the Kentucky Inspection Bureau.
•

The American Fire & Casualty Company—a STOCK Company—and the Druggist
Mutual Insurance Company ore both rated "A PLUS" in Best's Insurance Guide,
and both companies are LICENSED and APPROVED by the INSURANCE COMMISSIONER of the State Of Kentucky. These Companies are represented by the

CUMMINS INSURANCE AGENCY
(K.R . Cummins)

Office, Main street, Princeton, Kentucky

P. S. For further particulars call at this office, or Dial 3555, and let us explain to
you without obligation what these savings will mean to your insurance program.
K. R. C.

$5,000.00

NOT 300! NOR 200! BUT:

TO (OVER EXPENSES OF

Polio
•SCARLET FEVER
•LEUKEMIA
IA Dlsoot• of Not Blood)

SMALLPDX
This, can happen only when value-wise
America sees a car that's delightfully new,
different and better! New Hudson sales
for the first seven months of 1949 are

ENCEPHALITIS
iji..pIng Sickness)
TETANUS

You simply won't believe your eyes, yet its true COMPARE

more than 30 per cent ahead of the same
period last year! Already over 114,000
people have switched from other makes to
ewn this entirely new kind of motor cart

With WOOLENS elsewhere, at $2.98 and $4.98. BUY NOW

Get Protection on these.
eight costly diseases I
8rITING,:: CREPES* FLANNELS* TWEEDS* SOLIDS*
FANtirs* PLAIDS

ONLY $10 COVERS YOUR
ENTIRE FAMILY• FOR ONE YEAR

CHECKS* STRIPES*

•t!utbond, WI, orol ell Unmarriorl CCIIthotn I
months to ag• 18

OR $4 INSURES ONE PERSON
*

*

PAYS up to $5,000.00 for each
member of your family for ...

And Another "Sizzler" While They
Last!
New, Snappy, Crisp, Dressy

COTTON FROCKS
$11.50
YOU SIMPLY CANNOT AFFORD TO MISS THESE:

ALL NEW

FIRST QUALITY

Doctor's Bills—Hospital Bills—
Special Nurses — X-ray —Physloth•rapy Treatment—Blood Trans.
fuslons—Drugs and Medicines—
Iron Lung—Bracss and Crutches
—Ambulance—Transportation

Louisville, Kentucky

Without obligation to TS. gloat.. wooly
cornplolo dealt, about goo, SOodiNtoi
Morass, Policy.

YOU'LL HAVE THE TIME OF YOUR LIFE SELECTING FROM THIS
GALA COLLECTION BUT WE ADVISE TO BE HERE WHEN THE
DOORS OPEN AT 8:30.

WHERE EVERYONE CAN AFFORD QUAUTYI

ow can we resist? With the
New Hudson winning new
H
friends coast to coast we naturally want to push that tide even
higher Imre m this area!

72 COUNT
WASHABLE
FAST COLORS

PENNEYS

HUDSON A LEADER IN RESALE VALUE,
National Automobile Dealers Association Official Used Car Guide books
show "step-down" designed Iludsoni
commanding top prices in the nation's
used car markets!

Policy lotuod by

INDEPENDENCE LIFE AND
ACCIDENT INSURANCE COMPANY

So right now -we're offering
the beet trades in a decade!

In performance, for example,
Hudson's high-compression SuperSix engine-the nation's most
powerful six ----or the even more
powerful Super-Eight join up
with a "step-down" designed low
build to make this car the most
alert, the fleetest, steadiest riding
automobile of them all!

Hudson's sweeping melee BUCCAIREI
provides you with your chance to
own this years-ahead new car on
a most favorable basis!

Let's take that Revelation Ride
in the New Hudson real soon.

Come in! Enjoy a thrilling Revelation Ride in the car that brings
you, not just a little more, but
the 7710Si of the four things people
want most in an automobile beauty,•roominess,road-worthiness,
and all-round performance!

And when you visit us, tring
your car along. You'll be surprised at how much it will bring
traded in on a gorgeous New
Hudson --nose, while we're offering the best deals in a decade!

.
io ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• eV*•••••:•
tr•

_HERE'S WHERE TO COME FOR THE BEST DEALS

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency
Phone 2441

Princeton

COLEMAN-DUNN CO.

LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY _

liter than are now offered would 0-12-12 s upplemented ink
straight fertilizers .
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More Fertilizer Sold
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STOMACH SUFFERERS cal personnel in the Bougainvill,
of Fire Truck when answering fire alarm or to
ment Station showing the manuGET AMAZING RELIEF
facturer's guaranty must be etNew, Georgia and Burma cam:
park within 400 feet of a fire or from fire truck at
The HARVEY STOMACH
tached to each bag of fertilizer
signs. They found that a soldic
TREATMENT goes further
scene of fire. Members of City Council, in regular
had the least change of survivin,
before it can be lawfully offered
than most stomach treatments
he were hit by a 'Machine gull
if
Kentucky.
in
for sale
meeting on Sept. 12th, renewed instructions to
on the market today. It is made
bullet. Next came the rifle, then
Anyone in Kentucky who buys
up of four different medicines. artillery, mortar and grenade, in
Chief of Police and Chief of Fire Department,that
commercial fertilizer for his own
One of the main ingredients is
that order. At Boguainville 58 per
samples for free
submit
may
use
belladonna.
this ordinance must be complied with and thot it
cent of machine gun casualities
analysis to the Experiment StaWe guarantee this wonderful
died, yet only six per cent of gertion.
is their duty to summon violators to court. Nom
(jolt Chammedicine to relieve ulcer pains,
Dade casualities failed to survive. IN WOMEN'S A31)1TECH GoLt MEET: Three contestants in the 49th Women's Amateur
The Experiment Station report
and that acid, gassy, beichy,
$10.00 minimum, $25.00 maximum.
Rifle and machine gun bullets pionship wait their turn to tee off Monday as thefirst ilound of week-long competition gets underway says that "fewer grades of fertinervous and lack of pep feelthe shock efPatricia
velocity;
high
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C.;
S.
Camden,
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ing. Compare its price with
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other stomach preparations.
Steubenville, Ohio, and Helen Hampton of Chattanooga, Tenn.( AP Wirephoto)
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there is no
wounds by shell fragmentation Good Returns Made
To be eligible for loans once grants may not exceed $500i,
your druggist for Harvey Tabcome one at a time. The On Fescue, Clover
don't
, funds are available, an applicant however, nor may the total of
!ales. SOLD ONLY AT
Gordon Glenn,
'Japanese didn't have massed armust be a farm owner, and be grants and loans for such minor
Good returns from a 20-acre
WOOD DRUG STORE
necWhen
the Bouganville and
in
$1,000.
his
exceed
tillery
for
repairs
credit
obtain
unable to
PRINCETON, KY.
of Ky 31 fescue and
Chief of Fire Dept
other early campaigns. The Ger- pasture
construction or repair work from essary, loans may be made to enGreen Acres white clover are
to
land
farm
or
develop
large
terms.
local sources at reasonable
reported by Luscian Isbell of
A farm tenant may not obtain a help provide income needed to
Fulton county. He pastured 20
a loan under the Housing Act; but pay off a housing loan.
a farm owner may borrow to recows without additional feed
pair or conetruct farm buildings
from Feb. 1 to April 10. When
for his tenants.
the crop was harvested, he realIn a brief description of the
ized 9,000 pounds of fescue seed,
farm housing program as author 450 pounds to the acre. Mr.
orized, Mr. Brandon said that
Isbell olans to certify the seed,
most loans would be made for
said Farm Agent John B. Watts.
construction or repair of homes
and other farm buildings to farmans had it in Europe and Africa,
-triers whose income from farm or
however. There the story was difother resources is sufficient to referent.
pay the loan plus interest without
One thorough study of 1,000
further assistance from governbattlefield dead was made by
A well known wholesaler called us, said he was in trouble, had
ment. On this type of loan the
medical officers in Italy. They
over stocked, the famous Allen Oil Hot Water Heaters. We Agreed
Act does not set a limit on the
the
of
cent
per
85
that
to take 21 off his hands at a price, and we really got a good price found
amount a farmer may borrow,
fragmenby
ACCUSED OF TREASON For- but Mr. Brandon estimated that—
He took such a cut that we can sell them to you cheaper than he deaths were caused
tation wounds—artillery, bomb, mer Hungarian Foreign Mini- since most of the loans are excan buy! Thats The Story.
grenade or mortar. Only 10.7 per
ster Laszlo Rajk is one of eight pected to be for remodeling
THESE HEATERS SHOULD SELL AT
cent of the deaths there were
construction— ,
former high-ranking commu- rather than new
caused by gunshot wounds.
nationally they would average '
The difference was that those nists accused Saturday ts' the about $2,200. Loans will be rewho died from fragmentation had Hungarian government of trea- payable in a
maximum of 33
average of seven wound's. son and trying to overthrow years, at 4 per cent interest.
an
had
gunshot
Those who died from
the government "with the aid When a farmer, because of cirWe know these heaters won't last$
an average of 1.6 bullet hits. The of Tito and other present lead- cumstances beyond his control, is
long at this price, so act fast,
conclusion drawn b ythe "Infan- ers of Yugoslavia." Laszlo, whose unable to make his payments, a
come in and get yours today. We
i try Journal" is that "multiple arrest was annonnced in the in- moratorium on interest and prinhave just 21 to sell, when these
wounds appear to be the rule in
are gone, there will be no more
cipal may be granted, and in exdictment. (AP Wirephoto)
battlefield deaths."
at less than $99.30. See these
treme cases the interest for that
To be killed by a shell you usuyear may be forgiven.
Heaters today.
burst.
the
to
close
be
ally have to
A farmer whose income is conlethal
their
The fragments lose
sidered inadequate to repay a
velocity at a relatively short disloan on schedule may borrow
tance. On the other hand, if you
money if a change in farming
are close enough to be badly
FOR
Farmers in Caldwell county methods would make his income
wounded by one fragment, you
to repay the loan. In
*Small Town Homes *Farm Homes are likely to be struck by many of are showing considerable interest adequate
*City Homes
in the new Housing Act recently such cases where the farmer
them.
*Service Stations
*Dairy Farms
*Tourist Courts
passed by Congress and signed works out a farm plan that will
In the New Georgia-Burma
* Barber Shops *Schools *Self Service Laundries studies, it Was learned that 80 by the President on July 15, ac- bring the needed increase in his
cording to Henry E. Brandon, Jr., income, the government will offer
per cent of those killed by morFarmers Home Administration special assistance. During the first
tar and artillery fragments were
He said that his five years of the loan if the adSupervisor.
less than 10 yards from the point
office had received a number of justed farming plan is carried out,
those
of
cent
per
Eighty
bursts.
of
Operates economically and efficiently on only 1 ,40 gallon fuel oil
calls or visits from farmers anxi- up to half the principal payment
per hour on Lo-Pilot flame—Ill-fire operation 1, 4 gallon per hour. killed by rifle machine gun fire ous to construct or repair farm and all of the interest due may be
than
less
of
ranges
Rugged Construction, Built for long life. Heavy duty tank—Galva- were hit at
paid by the Government.
buildings.
nized inside and out. Tested pressure, 300 pounds per sq. inch. 100 yards.
For the farmer whose income
Mr. Brandon, said, however,
Built low for installing in out of the way places. Beautifully
net adequate to repay a loan
is
acas
yet
not
was
office
that
his
To spread human disease, a
finished in white enamel. 30 gallon capacity, fully automatic.
and whose farming operations
for
farm
cepting
applications
mosquito must bite a sick man
housing loans. The actual loan- cannot be changed enough to
and then bite a well man.
ing program will not be placed make the income adequate, assisin operation until funds are made tance will be available if existing
There are some 3,000 islands in
available by action of Congress. housing is considered a menace to
•
group.
the Bahama
At present he is keeping names the health or safety of the occu"
le's
Home
Furnishers
Leading
"Hopkinsvil
and
addresses of persons desiring pant or the community. In these
per
Indians comprise about 11
and will notify them as cases loans and grants may be
loans;
cent of Arizona's population.

So cooling...so refreshing. ..so wholesome.,.
A tall, iced cold drink of buttermilk is always
welcome. Try a glass today.

AT YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD FOOD STORE
OR PHONE 2063

farmers Interested
In New Housing Act

tall can 23c
VAN CAMP'S Mackerel
Ctn.$1.65
CIGARETTES
Pt. 33c
HEINZ'S RACED SWEET PICKLES
12-oz. can 55c
ARMOUR'S ROAST BEEF

I have leased the service station
on Hopkinsville street owned by the
Cornick Oil Co.,and invite the public
to visit me in my new location. You
will find such low prices as these:

PRODUCE
LEMONS 360 Size
GREEN BEANS,Ky. Wonder
NICE CABBAGE
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY,
Lb. 65c
SWIFT'S PREMIUM SLICED BACON
Lb. 39c
PURE PORK SAUSAGE _
ALL SWEET COLORED OLEOMARGARINE Lb. 45c

September 17 and 18 Only

All our gasoline is refined by one
of the world's largest major oil companies.

Mynette figure magic again!
Bow bodice glows with leaf applique of rayon satin, side -slant
peplum gives you such slim,
young lines. Rayon faille crepe)
block, taupe, jewel bluo, Pi"
green or plum; sites 14½ to
211 1/2 .. . and only ..$12 95

The Exclusive Ladies' Store
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
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War II veterans who
subnatted applications for
special GI Insurance dividend
urged today not to send in
cites—even though the firet
slay have been incomplete.
the applicant's name, ador signature are properly
Ari on the form," VA officiala

said "we probably will be eble
to fill in the voids. Mailing of a
duplicate application only disrupts the production lines and
results in delay."
VA said that in most instances
the missing data can be obtained
from other records maintained
by the agency. In cases where
essential information is not available, or the form otherwise is
not acceptable, the individuals
concerned will be notified by VA
and requested to send a new application.
More than seven million applications were received in Wash-

The Kentucky Rendering Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
end on sanitary trucks which are disinfected
doily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

ington in the first week after
foi ins became available on August 29 and were still rolling in
at the rate of a million a day.
Approximately 16 million present
and former holders of NSL1 are
expected to apply for their share
of the $2.8 billion dividend.
• • •
Veterans who hav2 yet to submit their applications for the
speciail dividend may obtain the
official application blank at poet.
offices, VA offices and through
their local veterans' service organizations.
After noting the percentage of
trrors in applications already received, VA officials stressed again
the importance of filling out the
blank carefully. Veterans were
advised to read the simple instructions and double-check the
application before mailing.
Common errors have been failure to give the service serial
number, which is important, and
leaving off the city and state in
the line provided for the veteran's address.
Some veterans, filling out the

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

That's why we never sacrifice quality.
Have your doctor leave your perscriptions with us.

WHO FILLS
SUPPLIES
YOUR
pREsc RI FITIONS?

Buy your sickroom supplies where you
have your prescriptions filled.We carry
a complete stock of quality merchandise at reasonable prices Your order
will receive the prompt service that •
prescription receives. Try us.
C. w. Mora PrescripRoo aboackeis

Corner Drug Store

Homemaker News

IN CRASHED PLANE: E. T.
Stannard, president of the Kennett Copper Corporation, was
aboard a Quebec Airways plane
which crashed Friday in dense
timbreer forty miles northeast
of Quebeck. All twenty-three persons in the plane were believed
killed. Two other top figures of
the Kennecott Copper Corporaiton were also aboard the plane
which was enroute from Montreal to Bale Comeau. (AP Wire
Photo).

Mr. Bud Roberts visited Mr.
and Mrs. George Franklin, Sunday.
Mr. George Powell and Leon
Powell were in Hopkinsville Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Archie Stallins
were in our community Sunday.
Mrs. Anna Rollins and daughters attended church in Princeton, Sunday night.
Mr. Henry Howton visited his
sister, Mrs. 0. C. Young,Sunday.
Miss Maude Beshears has returned from Evansville, where
she has been visiting her sister,
Mrs. Ressie Capps.
Monroe Powell visited his family last Sunday and Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Fraliek
and George Powell visited in
Hopkinsville Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Eura Williams
were in our community recently.
Mrs. Mary Morris is slowly improving.
Mr. Kenneth Darnell, of Michigan, spent last weekend with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edd Darnell.
Mr. Marvin Darnell has returned home after spending a week
in Frankfort.
application blank too hastily,
have listed such addresses as 1165
East 9th Street, leaving it up to
VA to figure out the city and
state. Others have failed to sign
their names.
• • •
No applications are necessary
from World War I veterans eligible for the recently announced
special dividend on U. S. Government Life Insurance. These dividends are being paid automatically.

Cobb Homemakers held their
annual picnic at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Moscoe Mitchell, Friday, Aug. 19, with a record attendance of 105.
After a pot-luck supper, the
group was entertained by Jimmy
Mitchell, who showed colored
pictures on a screen. These pictures were taken on one ,of his
tours through the Western states,
showing places of historical interest through the Blue Ridge
Mountains, to Washington, D. C.
Present were: Maxine Garrigan,
Mrs. Hyland Mitchell, Lillie retie
Childress, Suzana Mitchell, Detroit, Mr. and Mrs, Guy T. Shoulders, Mrs. Collin Ladd, Evalyn
Crawford, M. P. Brown, Billie
Martin, Mr. and Mrs. Loyd Oliver, Mr. and Mrs. Moscoe Mitchell, Donnie and Billy; Mr. and
Mrs. Jas. D. Mashburn and Patsy;
Eddie Pugh, Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Stroube, Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Martin, Mr. and Mrs. George
Martin, Jr., and Janice; Mr. and
Mrs. Willis K. Crawford, Bobby,
Linda and Gary; Mr. and Mrs. W.
P. Crawford, Miss Dorothy Ferguson, Thomas and Orbie Ferguson,
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Kilgore, Jas.
T., Francis and Frankie.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Sims, Sr.,
Kathrine Tandy, Janet Davis, Detroit, Mich.; Miss Robbie Sims,
Miss Irene Mashburn, Mr. and
Mn. Chas. Geiger, Mrs. W. S.
Denham, Mr. A. E. Childress, Mrs.
0. C. Marquess, Detroit, Mich.,
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Reece, Yvonne
ton Hopper and children, Mary
Rhea and Robert Estle; Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Hartigan and Pearl,
Mrs. Lucille Davis P'Pool and
Martha Ann.
Jacqueline Shoulders, To m
Marquess, Detroit; Norma Sue
Cartwright, Jer ry Hogan, Ellis
Johnson, Wilma Vandiver, Ken-

m..th Wynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Ramey Johnson
and Charles, Mr, and Mrs. Ferd
Wadlington, Lester McCaslin,
Mr. and Mrs. Osborne Burd, Bob.
by Joe and J. D., Crestwood, Ky.;
Mr. and Mrs. Garnet Smith, Tulsa,
Okla.; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Hartigan and Martha Ann; Betty Sue
James, Bei bars Franklin.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Mitchell,
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Signs, Jr.. and
family; Larrimore Lanam, Union City, Tenn.; Mrs. Jim Mitchell, Mr. and Mrs. Lee Mashburn,
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmie L. Mitchell
and Derece.

Homemakers Schedule
Sept. 15, 2:00 p. m., Friendship,
Mrs. Herman Oliver, hostess.
Sept. 16, 1:30„ Bethany, Mn.
Leo Coleman, hostess.
Sept. 20, 200 p. in, Otter Pond,
Mrs. Ray Martin, hostess, Mn,.
Bryant Sims and Miss Robbie
Sims, co-hostesses.
Sept. 21, 2:00 p. in., Crider, Mrs.
W. P. Spickard, hostess.

Galileo built his first telescope
t Padua, Italy, 340 years ago
The nation's lai gest-Indian ',agent is stew every August in
allup, N. M.

CALL SI
MARK CUNNINGHAM, At
Complete Insurance Service
Ill W. Market It,

The odds against women giving birth to quadruplets in the
United States are about 650,000 to

Eddyville Road
"A well-balanced diet is necessary to good health," said Mrs.
Alvin Llsanby, good grooming
leader, to the Eddyville Road
Homemakers when the group met
at the home of Mrs. W. H. Beck,
September 9th.
Mrs .Charles Hubbard gave the
report of the advisory council,
and Mrs. Denny Cash presented
membership goals.
Others present were Mrs. J. W.
Hollingsworth, Mrs. K. P. Hobgood, Mrs. Drew Hubbard, Mrs.
G. U. Griffin, Mrs. Urey Lamb,
Mrs. L. C. Lisman, Mrs. J. M.
Tichenor, Mrs. Wm. L Beck, Mrs
Robert Gresham, Misses Helen
and Jane Beck and Home Agent
Wilma Vandiver.
The club will meet with Mrs.
K. P. Hobgood at 1:30 p. m. October 14th.
HOMEMAKERS MEET
The Fredonia Valley HomeHomemakers held their regular
meeting Tuesday at the home of
Mrs. T. R. Akridge.

TODAY and FRIDAY

JAMES

CAGNEY
is RED HOT in
"WHITE HEAT"
TWO-FISTED, HARDHITTING HIT
Co-Starring

Virginia MAYO
ADDED TREATS
"SPRING COMES TO NIAGRA" (In Color)
WALT DISNEY COMIC —WORLD NEWS

la

A

STARRETT

014141/Vaorbit RA/6W
PLUS THESE ADDED ATTRACTIONS"

ALTON W.
(
7
1 1,LFTON
T1
,zat
MOWN OE BUTLER 111G4

THREE STOOGES COMEDY "WHO DONE IT"
COLOR COMIC—"THE FISHING BEAR"
SERIAL — NO. 4 "BATMAN AND ROBIN"

SUN. & MON., SEPT. 18-19—
cdee6r7rellivicear

The mosquito which spreads
human disease must herself be
sick, because only by injecting
germs which make her sick can
she spread disease to a human
being.

WIG. ALL Mtn 04.1ST HAI'S
Oary'Cooper • Joan Crawford • Errol Flynn
lane Wyman • Edward G. Robinson • Ronald Reogeth,
Sydney Green:trees • Patriela Neal • Eleanor Pwkst
_
ADDED ENJOY MINT

BUGS BUNNY COMIC

PARAMOUNT NEWS

;Pi§sknyou
dthg's
you nli:7
dreamed
jbossdie./

You'll so* the oelly passenger car engine
that's corartrialask araterProoi • • • that call
run through flood water like no other car
. . . that can sit all night in the heaviest
downpour yet start up instantly!
Yeall foal the new ease of the
steering wheel that'. perfectly betlanced
ostesd of being off-center.
Yeu'll see the first safety cushioned
dashboard over designed to protect
your children!
You'll see an engine that goes 5000
miles without neediug an oil change!

erl You'll se* windshield wipers
W..„7 electrically operated! Free from
engine preestire, they don't stop
15
)
5 when you need them most! i
'4
You'll see a ear with Safety Rim
Wheels—blowouts won't throw a tire
under almost any driving condition!
You'll see 50 new improvements that
make Chrysler the most beeutifully
engineered car today! ... A pleasure
to drive, thrifty to own. Phone, let us
bring you a ear.

let the car prove NI

THE BEAUTIFUL

...IN THIS NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC

"PUSH-BUTTON" RANGE!
Looking for complete cooking convenience/ Stop right hers.
Because this wonderful, new G-E Automatic Range has it!
Clips cooking time. Now you can prepare several oven
dishes at once . . . a roast in one spacious oven, baked
biscuits in the other. Each oven warms, bakes, broils or
roasts ea Os own. Automatic timer-controlled, or you can
operate each oven separately—by hand. Just think—everything's ready for eating at one time.
Wonderful "push-button" panel, toe...with "Tel-A-Cook"
lights that show what heat is on each cooking unit. Until
you've actuall7 tried this sensational, now way to "cook with
your finger ups" you can't really imagine how perfect
easy and simple cooking can be!

Added!....
PORKY PIG
CARTOON
MUSICAL
WESTERN

&II

I LOVE
TROUBLE
(ARTEltADFLI BRIAN,
'Atte* FORM • STEM GFRav
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Leader Congratuicne

Stork Shower
Miss minni,, Mallory

NOTE: Please call No. 2141 and glve Item. for this page to whoever answer* the phone.. to expedite handling
of the news.

was hos
Seise at a stork shower at her hone'
on Maple Avenue, Monday, sew
12, at ) p. so., in honor of MI s
I). T. Braden.
Invited guests were Mesdamss
Ann Murphy, Roy Evans Bugg,'
Maxwell Morgan, Clyde terra-I
way, Jeff Asher, Gertha Mile! '
Etna McNeeley, Douglas Georg'
Ted IVjeNeely, William Coleman
Glen McChesney, George FFrecl,
Pearl Butler, Bennie Clark, Beds
Harmon, Cleatus Braden, Homer
MeCaslin,'Bob Holloman, Beatrice I
Gresham, Noah Baker, Virgil
Watson, C. W. Asher, E. B. Chan
idler, Leslie McChesney, Boyd Satterfield, Homer Purdy, Mai' Griffin, Leslie Vick, W. L. Grinstaff,
Ted Gray, Jack Salyer., Jimmie
Ramsey, John R. McDowell.
Misses Gladys Rodgers, Doi
othy Cash, Louise Mtiehel, Fan
nie Calvert, Olive Asher, Evelyn
Merrick and Jessie Gray.
Mrs. Easel Braden, Providence;
Mrs. Eva K. Dineen; Hayes, Kans.,
Mrs. Byrd M. Guess, Fredonia;
Mrs. Fred McChesney, Eddyville;
Mrs. Ben Yandell, Fredonia; Mrs.
Kathleen Holeman, Hopkinsville;
Mrs. Mack Foster, Burma; and TOPS IN MRS. AMERICA CONT T: rs. Frances
oy, enMrs. Rob Terrell and daughter, ter) of San Diego, Calif., "Mrs. California," wears her crown after
Crider.
winning top honors In the Mrs. America contest in Asbury Park,
Refreshments of punch, sand- N. J. She Is flanked by Mrs. Laura O'Bannon (left), "Mrs. Florida,"
wiches and cookies were ended. who was second, and Mrs. Mary Rippel, who placed third as "Mrs.
Columbus." Mrs. Cloyd who is 23 and mother of three children, said
there was no such thing as an unmarried beauty.(AP Wirephoto).

Bones. He received the Andrew Belt-COX
Mellon Fellowship there, and is
The 4101 nage Of Miss Martha
In time to come I shall not care doing post-graduate work at
June Belt and Mr. John Cox, of
About this fleeting day;
Clare College, Cambridge Uni- Fredonia, took place at the Sell*even think of any dream
versity, England. During the war and Baptist church in Hopkinsthat will have passed away;
he served with the Naval Air vile, Friday morning, SeptemUnless it be the memory
Arm and was placed on inactive ber 2nd. at 11 o'clock with the
Of something sad and sweet
Rev. Maddox, pastor of the
That might have turned my world duty as an ensign.
The bride-elect is the grand- church, officiating at the double
around
And made my life ciamplete; daughter of MTS. Shell Smith, ring ceremony. The bride was atEddyville Road. Her mother was tired in brown with brown accesAnd even that would hying
the former Mary Sue Smith, of sories. Mrs. Cox is the daughter
A notion ,now and then
of Mrs. L. W. Guess and is a
.
That everything could be as good Princeton.
graduate of Fredonia High School,
And beautiful again,
class of '49. Mr. Cox is the son
Because in time we go along
Ladd-Oliver . .
of Mr.. and Mrs. Sammy Cox.
And gradually forget,
The marriage of Miss Jeraldine Immediately following
the cereAnd understand the usefulness
Ladd, daughter of Mrs. Georgia mony
the couple left on a week's
Of longing and regret
Ladd, Princeton, and Mr. Levi wedding trip to Lookout MounToday is nearly over and
Oliver, son of lair. and Mrs, Ivan tain, and Atlanta, Ga. Returning
The past is far away
Oliver, Eddyville, took place et home Friday, they will make their
And if tomorrow comes, it too Salem Baptist Church Monday
home in Fredonia in the resiWill be a fleeting day.
morning Sept. 12, at 10:30 a. m., dence recently vacated by Mr.
— James J. Metcalfe
with the Rev. Raymond Woodall. and Mrs. James Blackburn.
officiating. The double ring ceremony was performed.
Attendants were Barney Oliver, Orange - Dillingham
Is Bride-Elect
brother of the bridegroom, Miss
Mr. and Mrs. James M. Orange,
The engagement of Miss Suz- Jettie Scott, Princeton, and Mr. Dawson Springs. announce the
anne Elizabeth Olander, daugh- Dewey Ladd, brother of bride, engagement of their daughter,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Milton Mar- also of Princeton.
Miss Pollyanna Orange, to Mr.
tin Olander, of Sylvania, Ohio, to
The bride wore a blue taffeta Niles 0. Dillingham, son of Mr. Business Woman's Club
David C. Grimes, of Oxnard, Cali- dress with black accessories, and and Mrs. Edd Dillingham, also of Holds Regular
Meeting
fornia, formerly of BBronxville, an orchid.
Dawson Springs. The wedding
Members of the Business and
N. Y., has been announced by her
The bride wore a blue taffeta will take place October 9 in the Professional Women's
Club heard
parents. The wedding will take dress with black accessories, and First Baptist Church, Dawson
an address on "Health and Safeplace during the Christmas holi- an orchid.
Springs.
ty Is More Than Discussion'' by
days.
Mrs. Oliver has been employArney T. Rawls, local health regMiss Olander was graduated ed as bookkeeper at Federated
istrar, at their regular dinner
Chandler - Faughn
from Smith College, Northamp- Store the last seven years.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Chandler, meeting Monday night at First
ton, Mass., Class of 1949, and is
Mr. Oliver taught a veterans
Christian Church at 6:30 p. m.
provisional member of the To- training course at Lyon County Marion, announce the engageMiss Elizabeth Gray, club presdaughter,
ment
their
of
Virginia,
ledo Junior League.
High School last year.
ident, gave a report on the biento
Mr.
Faughn,
Dale
son
of
Mr.
Mr. Grimes was graduated in
The couple will reside in Lexnial convention of the Southeas1948 from Yale College, where ington, where Mr. Oliver will and Mrs. Wayne Faughn, Lamastern region of B. & P. W. clubs,
he belonged to St. Elmo, the Au- continue his studies at University Co. The wedding will take place
Sunday ,Oct. 9, at 2 o'clock at the which she recently attended in
realian Society and Skull ana of Kentucky.
Louisville.
First Baptist Church, Murray.
Mrs. Mina Tom Ryan was enrolled as a new member.
Moore - Dunbar
Present were Virginia McCasMr. and Mrs, Lawrence Moore, lin, Elizabeth Gray, Tylene
Versailles, announce the engage- Long, Virginia Morgan, Rawls,
ment of their daughter, Lois Ir- Elizabeth Rogers, Mabel
McLin,
ene, to Mr. Paul Dunbar, Lexing- Robert Lee Beck Vera Rosenthal,
ton, son of Mr. and Mrs Leonard Leona Averdick, Martha
Stevens,
Dunbar, Princeton.
Ryan, Vergie Barnett, Sudie Cash
Griffin, Carwin Cash. Busch Cummins, Lucille Hammond, Lillie B.
Sorority Convention To
Childress Mary. Loftus, Neva HoBe Held At Ashland
gan, Berdie Moore, Joan Berry,
The Beta Sigma Phi Sorority, Lucille Sherman, Virginia Hodge
of Ashland, will be hosts to the May Blades Wilma Vandiver,
State convention October 7, 8, and Rena Hobby, Ethel French, Atha
9. Mr. and Mrs. John J. Ross and Stallins, Hallie Overby, Margaret
Mrs. Dorothy Bliss, international Chambers, Pamelia Gordon Audie
representatives, will be guests. Green and Julia Martin. Mass
Members of the local sorority are Anna Green, Louisville, was a visasked to notify Mrs. Harold Row- itor.
land, president, if they wish to
The next meting will be 1.41e1
attend.
at the First Christian Chto/ch
Monday, October 10, at 6:15 p. m.
Mr. and Mrs. Gilbert Lee Taylor have returned to their home
Mrs. Robert T. Nuckols, Larin Detroit, Mich., after a visit go.
Fla., is visiting Mr. Nuckols'
with relatives here and in the
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Nuckcounty. •
ols, Highland Avenue.

Mrs. Russell Hostess
To Alathian Class
The Alathian Sunday School
Mrs. I. J. Harris was hostess to
Class, of the First Baptist church,
Lakewoon tiomernakers Thursmet Thursday night, Sept. 8, at
day, Sept. 8.
7 o'clock, at the home of Mrs. H.
The major project, "Clothing"
C. Russell, Marion Road.
and minor project, "Good GroomEighteen members were presing," was discussed.
ent and the devotional was conNewly elected officers were
ducted by Mrs. Guy Nabb.
Mrs. Robert Morse, president;
New officers elected for the
Mrs. Fred Stewart, vice-Presicoming year were Mrs. John Hopdent; Mrs. Seldon Pruitt, recreaper, president; Mrs. Kelsie Tu- tion
leader; Mrs. I. J. Harris, citidor, first vice-president; Mrs.
zenship chairman; Mrs. G. H.
Mitchell,Rowland, second viceSharp, reading chairman; Mrs.
president; Mrs. Brad Lacey, secLuther Sells, publicity chairman,
retary; Mrs. Bill Willis, social
Mrs. Seldon Pruitt; and Mrs. Rossecretary; Mrs. Robert Boon, Mrs. coe
Hopper, 4-H leader.
Cecil Smith and Mrs. Guy Nabb,
Members present were Messocial committee; and Mrs. Robdames Morse, Stewart, Sells,
ert Catlett reporter,
Cook Oliver, Pruitt, Miss Wilma
After the business session, a Vandiver
and Miss Maxine Gardessert course was served by the rigan.
Visitors were Mesdames
hostess, assisted by Mrs. Smith.
Mack Spickard and Stanley SmurMembers present were Mes- awa.
dames Cecil Smith, Byron Williams, Chester Bennett, John
Mr. Gus Deen was a visitor in
Hopper, Jimmie Morrison, John Paducah, Monday.
Loftus, Jr., W. P. Oldham, Brad
Lacey, Leon Cummins, Irene
Croft, Robert Catlett, Robert
Boon, Pansy Hay, Guy Nabb and
Bill Willis; and Misses Mary Wilson taker and Thelma Brandon.
Mrs. Cecil Smith will be hostess at the October meeting at her
home on South Jefferson street.

i left TuesJames C. (i
day for Macon, is', , where he is
visiting his brother, S-Sgt. D. E.
O'Hara, after spending the mummer with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. E. W. O'Hara, E. Main street.
lie will leave next week to resume his studies at University
of Texas, Austin.
.• • •
Mrs. K. P. Ilobgood, B. Jefferson street, left Wednesday to
spend the remainder of the week
with her daughter, Mrs. B. C.
Langley, and family, in Providence.
• • • •
Mrs. R. Roy Towery West
Main street, has returned from
New drleans, La., where she was
called because of the illness of
her cousin, Mrs. Heloisez Hebert.
Whilh there, she also visited Mrs.
H. D. Turner, the former Rose
Wilma Dawson, of Princeton.
Mrs. 'Grace
.
an
.MS. Pedley an
son, Larry, spent Wednesday in
Elkton with her mother, Mrs. E.
B. Lindsay.

Mr. and Mrs.w
loa
Watson, Route 1, on m
a daughter,
Connie ic
ber 1.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Howard
C
bitraidher,
ofFaredid
loungihate
, Ramer
She has been re
•.
Mr. and Mrs. WIllas
tas.
ayrd
, aSutigalrite
Rota
meart
a,Med
hoansutth.'".
her 8.
Mrs. R. D. Reeves, New
La., spent 'Ness's)
, sight
and Mrs. Gracess
peel
Locust street.
• • •
Mrs. John Hutcheson
h.
Mrs. Hugh
tors in Paducah,
Hunsaker
Mond
• • . avert
Billy French, son of
iks
French, Highland avenak
enter Murray State
Coll*,
ray, this week,
• • .
Bob Taylor, son of
Mr.
Rumsey Taylor, Los*
will leave Friday to
derbilt for his
sophomore
• •
•
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
ney, Detroit, Mich.,
are •
her sister, Mrs.
Lawrencell '
Sr., Route 3.

• • •
Mrs. H. S. Dezair, of Paducah,
and Mrs. J. G. O'Hara, of Benton, Ill., spent Tuesday night with
Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood, of
lainwood Farm.
• • •
• •.
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. O'Hara, of
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Ado,
Brooksville, Florida, have return- children, Nancy
Marie
ed to their home after a two niter, of Owensboro,
Nei
weeks' visit with Mr. and Mrs. week-end with
their paresis.
Claude B. Wood, of Linwood and
s. L. B. Sims, Sr., ed
Farm.
and
F. N. Adams, &eat
• • •
•••
Mr. George Eldred was cond Mrs. Geo'rge
fined to his home on N. Seminressboro, Tenn.,
ary street several days this week been
nt
because of illness.
of Mr. an Mrs. Frank Fr
• • •
Princeton.
• •.
Miss Anna Green, Louisville,
visited Mrs. Tom Jollies, McNary
Mrs. A. J. Smith and se
street, and other members of the Gary, Indiana, visited kr.
Willing Workers Class of the Mrs. Melvin Fraliek,
Di
First Christian church, this week. Road. Mrs. Smith
and sca
* * *
and Mrs. Fralick and son
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Hutch- attended the
Duquoin lir
eson, Sr., Corbin, are visiting Mr. Duquoin, Ill.
and Mrs. John S. Hutcheson, Jr.,
• •
and their little son ohn S. III,
Mr. Guy Russell Pa
E. Market street.
student at Georgetown Co
• • •
and Mrs. Patterson spent
Lieutenant and Mrs. James E. weekend with her parents
Hampton, of Fairbanks, Alaska, and Mrs. Taylor Young
are visiting her mother, Mrs. J.
* * *
Roy Rosser, and grandparents, Dr.
Mrs. M. L. Orange, N
and Mrs. F. M. Masters, West street, left last Thursday f
Market street.
visit in Jackson, Miss.

Bobby Lawson, Shelbyville,
spent last week-end at the home
of his cousin, Ken Barnes, W.
Main street, and participated in
the Kentucky Open Golf Tournament in Madisonville.

HOUSE DRESSES _ _ _ _ (Fast colors-80-in sq.$1.74
BOYS'SPORT SHIRTS

69c

featuring
the county's largest
selection of
sips tossup
and coats
from leading

CHILDREN'S RAYON LACE TRIM PANTIES _ _ 29c

Carole King

Mary Muffett

Claire Kaye

Paul Sach
Martha Manning

Claire Tiffany

Irma Hill

CHAMBRAYS,Solids & Iridescent
36" & 42" Wide

Lamp!

of OKI to Iwo a Melee*
2. N.-Owe, ecid-ritsistine percelain enamel rep
3. Finir4aith beck-splash
4. linprosseal mop retelorn
S. fluted, wenlip drubibeards
Swieples milliwyfoecort with metal heal*,
7. 11g. deep, winsplesk bowl
Crolub-cup strehmer, any to does
C. HI-bake ousisel earithast IRA, beside wed oat
10. III wider-nsbbeet stoner (14.111 ea. ft.)
It. Nor freenswhiploq doors, lentilaterl earl salocuSikowliterul
I. Coereeleil binges owl p•sitive-arctiwp teepees retches
II Twit irftererf, wide, Atop earl aperlitos (one portitteued for rwtfory).
arose hordwero throcaglicur1
14. Drawer+ epee essay, quietly is brass masts (us stickle.)
IS. Regiment tee owl knee :pro for werblog arse

Bonny Junior Fashions
Donny Brook Zip Coats
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CIRCLE TO MEET
The WSCF Citclq No. 2 of the
When you make a supper salad
Ogrili Memorial Methodist
using leftover cold meat mound
church will meet at 7:30 it rim.
It on a serving plate and frost
little talanu
dgM
htlesr.,1T
kiebr:te
L8hia
e lam
ilia
, nof
d Monday, Sept. 19, at the home of
with a thin layer et mayonnaise;
the Hawaiian Islands, are visiting Mrs. Stanley Sharp. Mrs. Joggers
sprinkle the topping with finely
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. will have charge of the program.
minced parsley, and decorate with
Sleek, EcIdyville Road. Mr. Gresstrips of pimento if you like.
Mr. and Mrs. Sammy Cox and
ham is in the U. S. Navy. ,
family. of Fredonia ,attencled the
A small white turnip gives de• • •
funeral of his brother, Clarence
licious flavor to a vegetable soup;
,Miss Shirley Ann Farmer, stu- L. Cox, at Bethel Baptist church,
peel and dice the turnips and
dent at St. Thomas School of Friday afternoon.
cook with the other vegetables.
Nursing, Nashville, Tenn., is
A light and delicious summer
spending a vacation with her pardessert is made by poaching meringues in hot milk, then using the
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray Farmer,
milk to make a soft custard sauce.
Washington street.
,'ENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Serve with sliced sweetened
• • •
S'iNDAY
peaches.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Sunday
o'clock,
School
Harold Rudd and
9:45
To cook apples the French way
little daughter, of Paducah, spent
'EDNESDAY
slice them and simmer with sugar,
last week-end with Mr. and Mrs.
730 o'clock, Midweek Service
a very little water, and a few
Reg Lowery and children, and
8:15 o'clock, Choir Practice
tablespoons of butter or marMrs. Blanche Hobgood, S. Jeffer,i0EN METHODIST
garine. A little grated lemon
son street. Mrs. Rudd is the forDr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
rind or vanilla may be added for
mer Dixie Mae Harris, a niece of
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
flavor. Apples cooked this way
Mrs. Hobgood,
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
are delectable served over squares
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
of sponge cake and topped with
o'clock
sweetened vanilla-flavored whipEvening Worship, 7 o'clock
ped cream.
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
To keep a green salad crisp add
the dressing at the last minute
clock
and toss only enough to coat the
BAPTIST
greens with the mixture of vine- 1,11 ill, lit SINESSMAN:
Mike Pearce, 9, gets his shoe box ready
gar and oil. If you want to vary a for more business at Baltimore,
11. G M. Hailer, Pastor.
Md. It all started after he ran away ,
I
,
basic French dressing for the from home and shined
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
shoes at Baltimore, Md., airport. The reason
91188
AMERICACROWNED: Jacque MMereer (right), 19-year
salad add a few tablespoons of he did it, he said, was to buy
10:50 a.m. Morning Service
-old
his mother a camera. His mother holds
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur L.
8:45 p.rh. Training Union.
Mercer of X-Bar-X Ranch, catsup or chili sauce, a few diced the camera which he had clutched
in his hand when police took
Litchfield, Arizona., is crowned "Miss
America of 1949" by BeBe anchovies, or a little crumbled him home. (Wirephoto)•
Shopp, Hopkins, Minn. BeBe was
BAPTIST
blue
or
Roquefort
cheese.
"Miss
NON
America of 1949" at
st
Atlantic City, N.J., 'Miss Mercer is five
For a Sunday night supper
feet,four inches tall, weighs
(Rev. Z. Cannon, pastor)
106
pounds,
has
a
34-inch
bust,
22-inch
waist and 34-inch hips. With menu serve broiled or boiled
Services held every second
the title goes a $5,000 scholarship, a
$3,000 auto and several per- frankfurters with two salads—
turday night at 7:30 o'clock
sonal appearance contracts. (AP
WIREphoto)
sd Sunday morning at 11
potato and cole slaw. Add mustclock.
Second and fourth Sundays, AERIAL
ard, dill pickles, and spiced beets
SPRAYING OKAY
Mass at 10 o'clock.
After making a survey of and lots of thin slices of pumperPAUL'S CATHOLIC,
Holy Days, Mass at 7 o'clock.
nickel bread spread with butter
farms,
County Agent Ben J. ButRINCETON
ouTwooD VETERAN'S HOS- ler reported
or margarine. Dessert might be
good
results
from
HURCH OF THE IBEMACU- PITAL CHAPEL
lemon sherbet with a topping of
airplane-spraying of burley toTE CONCEPTION, EARLgrated fresh pineapple.
First, third and fifth Sundays,
bacco in Fayette county. Both
NGTON
Small meat balLs in brown
Mass at 10:30 o'clock.
horn-worms and grasshoppers
First, third and fifth Sundays,
gravy are delicious when canned
Second and fourth Sundays, were almost
completely controll- broiled mushrooms
at 8 o'clock.
are added.
Mass at 8 o'clock.
ed, he said. However, he advised
Use the liquid from the mushfarmers against spraying with
rooms in the gravy. Serve over
toxaphene for at least two wesks
brown rice.
before harvesting.
Use finely cut scallions or
chives to pep up a potato salad.
Holy Days, Mass at 9 o'clock.
Ill S. MAIN
TELEPHONE 878J
Rev. William Borntraeger is Surround the salad with waterpastor and the Rev. Richard cress and coarsely shredded carHUDSON
Clements, assistant pastor, at rots for a pretty effect, and be
sure to dust the top layer of
Sales and Service
these three churches.
potato with paprika before servDIAMOND T
ing.
CEDAR BLUFF BAPTIST
Tomatoes for summer salads
Rev. J. T. Cunningham will
Sales and Service
preach at Cedar Bluff Baptist are often nice peeled. To do so
Wheel Alignment and Balancing
Church Sunday at 11 o'clock, it dip them in hot water for a few
minutes, then' plunge them into
is announced.
Motor Overhaul & Tune-Up
cold water (or hold under the
cold water tap) and strip the
Brake Service
FIRST CHRISTIAN
Vacuum cleaner used. You may deduct 10%
skin off.
George
W. Filer, Pastor
Frame & Axle Straightening
Use the backyard for a picnic
if
you
pay our man before he leaves
Bible School, 9:45 a. m.
supper for the family sometimes.
HOPKINSVILLE, KI
Worship service, 11 a. m.
For the main course mix up a big
C. Y. F., 6:30 p. m.
bowl of shrimp salad using lots of
.Evening worship, 7:30 p.
celery, hard-cooked eggs, green
or black olives (chopped), and
mayonnaise or creamy
salad
dressing; serve another bowl of
watercress and carrot strips with
Phone 3141
it. Accompany the salad with hard
rolls—but split them and spread
them with parsley butter before
bringing them out. Dessert might
be an eight-inch square of chocolate cake; frost it right in the
pan and serve it from the pan,
too. Have plenty of milk for thb
children and of course iced tea
or coffee for the grownups.
Lettuce is plentiful and nutritious—so serve it often right now.
Use it in salads and sandwiches.
As soon as it comes from the market tear off any withered leaves
on the outside of the head. Rinse
the head off under cold running
water before storing it in a covered container in the refrigerator. Never soak lettuce in water
before storing. Instead of using
a covered container for the lettuce you may wrap it in a damp
cloth if you like.
Rhubarb contains so much
water that it needs little more, if
any, when you cook it. Use it in
jam, in a deep dish pie, with
other fruits in a compote, or in
turnovers.

Pelaaotala

pINTECOSTAL HOLINESS .
Old Madisonville Road, Rev
E. Cunningham, pastor.
sunday School 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m.
Young People's Service 6:00
() si.
Daisielistis Service 7:30 p.m
pram
Wednesday evening
,ervice 7:00 p.m.
Fs'urday, Evangelistic . service
In.
Fellowship, 6 p.m.
7:30 Evening Worship.
Morning Worship, 11 am.

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

Furnace Cleaning Time

415

This season we will clean your
furnace at the following prices:
Clean furance smoke pipe and
back of chimney-

•
Phone Your

$1.00

Clean stoker, oil inside of hopper, open air holes in retort, change
oil in gear case, check controls-

$5.00

WILLIE JONES GARAGE

News To

Clean all registers and inside of
pipes-

$3.00

2141
•

B. N. LUSBY CO.

L.
)

----_,
-,- ,-,,-,,,-...r;2--- '-_,- -- --

Shoes-with-a-delicate-air...
.
the flattering transparency of

bunurtirt (-13&I-a 51

For
COOL DAYS

PURE COTTON

MONARCH - NON PAREIL
BLANKETS
PINK — BLUE — GREEN

15-Denier
$1.35
30-Denier
$1.15

Mr. Mrs. Margaret Zuermuehlen,
of Fredonia, who has been a patient at the Riverside Hospital at
Paducah for several weeks, was
returned home Wednesday. Her
condition is reported to be improved.

WrIrTAVE OURS STRAIGHT,
POPS,STRAIGHT FROM A

PRINCETON CREAMERY
Fragile-looking details of your new fall shoes
will focus more attention than ever on the beautifully sheer, beautiful.

MILR BOTTLE,
THAT ISAi.,
111

fitting quality of your Humming Bird nylons. These are 51 gauge,

15 denier and in colors specially correlated with the season's
smartest shoes: Fall Taupe, for instance, is perfect with the
new taupe leathers—Brown Shadow is complementary to dark brown. Ask

1:41114„
•—•'441
4
1him

"IMO/
)1110

If if

•Aioceiest
CREAMERY,
PRINCETON,NY.
6f3me,161.

DOUBLES

$1.25
$2.49

66"x 76"PURECOTTON
PLAID BLANKETS

$2.95

10% Rayon

5% Wool

Sateen Bound Blankets
Slightly Irregulars

95
'
$I
Each

85% COTTON
LARGE PLAID
10% Rayon

5% Wool

PINK
BLUE
GREEN

$3-95
FIN
KEI
ST
S
F
OR
IR
E
4 \"
PAIR

451. refvetti

to Bee Wine Haze, Copperlite, Fashion Beige, Dark Fancy, and Mist.

PRINCETON SHOE CO.

60" x 76" Singles

85% COTTON

PAIR

here Your SE.. -taw, Marc Certh-,'

f'

Thursday, September
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mers, Dr. Donovan said:
"Recently I asked some of our
farm economists to furnish me
with information on how much
more the farmer earned in 1948
than he would have earned if he
were still farming like we farmed
President H. L. Donovan of the a quarter of a century ago. I
much greatUniversity of Kentucky, speaking wanted to know how
er the products of farms are toTuesday afternoon, Sept. 13, at
day than they were 25 years ago
the Kentucky State Fair in Louis- when we had not applied science
ville, said Kentucky farmers are to farming as extensively as we
more prosperous today than ever have today.
before in the history of the state. "Here are the answers I reDiscussing how the University's ceived. If the farmers of Kenagricultural experiment stations tucky in 1948 had used the old
and the agriucltural extension and unimproved methods of farservice has aided Kentucky far- ming they used a quarter of a
century ago, they would have
received $38,000,000 less for their
corn, $77,000,000 less for their
burley tobacco, $40,000,000 less
Maybe you've never
for their dairy products, $33,000,000 less for their hogs, $40,000,000
read an insurance polless for their beef, and $8,500,000
icy, but when we act
less for their sheep."
as your agent you may
President Donovan pointed out
be sure that WE have
that the cash income for Kentucky farmers in 1947 was $550,carefully read your pol000,000, and that ten years ago
icy to see that it comKentucky farm products were
pletely covers your
worth only $179,000,000.
needs. That's the kind
'The agricultural extension
of service we render.
program of the University of
Kentucky was started in 1910,
and from that day to this the
University has been carrying
COMPLETE iiiSuitsmCI SitriCE
science to the farm people," Dr.
Donovan declared. "At first farmers were skeptical about the

University Head
Tells How School
Helps Farmers

BUILDING Business
T11/6/5 OUR POLICY
0 AND P/2/DE —
OUR PA7ROA/6 MUST
BE SAT/SF/ED •

SALES SLIPS
DURANGO, Coao.—(AP)—Ev.

Pipeline News

cry time Vernon Bodo makes
$1 sale at his sporing goods store,
he collects the sales tax with the
comment, "and two cents for the
governor."
After he had sold some merchandise to a tall, lean man, Bodo
said: "That $5 and, 10 cents
for the gov--er, 10 cents for sales
tax." .
Just in time he'd recognized the
tall customer as Colorado's Gov.
Lee Knous.

by Harry b. Hale
L. J. Hale (Swarnper) released
from hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Dickerson
and daughter visiting father, 0.
L. Dickerson at Grapevine, Texas.
Early May (Measure Man Helper) attended father's funeral at
Jacksonville, Texas, Stptember 8.
Orville Lake visited Kermit
Lake (Pipe Foreman) night of
September 10.
S. H. "Skinny" Holt (Float
Truck Driver) says L. A. "Bull"
Stewart (Assistant Superintendent) has the smartest collie dog
he ever saw. Says the other day
crossing Tradewater river Bull
put a fifty-cent piece in the dog's
mouth, he jumped into the river
and brought up a nice fat catfish
and fifteen cents change.
T. B. "Big Shot" Selvidge (Nite
Watch boss) reports that after
making five pipeline jobs with
Charlie "Boss" Kennedy (Grease
Man) they are about to reach a
preliminary basis for negotiation
on a friendly plane. T. B. says
he misses that big dining table,
the longest one he ever saw, at
the old Hays House where he
stayed in Princeton when the first
gas line master meter was put
in, in the Highlands section of
town.
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county agent and his work. They
did not have much faith in book
farming. Some farmers even
boasted that they had worn out
two or three farms already and,
Iherefora, these county agents
couldn't tell them anything about
how to farm.
"So at first the county agents
worked primarily with the young
people and now a generation of
farmers has grown up that believes in scientific farming. They
recognize the county agent and
the county home demonstration
agent as their best friends. They
turn eagerly to the Experiment
Station to find the solution to the GARBO'S SECLUSION HAIR-DO: Greta Garbo's latest game of
problems of the farm that per- hide-and-seek to avoid public recognition took the form of this
plex them, and the ExPeriment rumpled halr-do this week at Osita, Italy, the beach near Rome. Greta
Station undertakes to find the Is in Rome to make a new film. Her wigwagging companion is her
answers to their problems.
traditionally unidentified escort. (AP Wirephoto).
"Today, there are hundreds of
Try a Leader Classified MI
TIME-TALK TAKES TIME
thousands of farmers In Kentucky
It's just an ordinary five-for-a-nickel penny. Rut
BERLIN, Germany.—(AP)---A
who turn every year for help to
NO WAIT
the Experiment Station and Exit's a working penny! Give it a chance to roll up
Call Is ii
newspaper in the American Zone
NO WORRY
tension Service of the University
its sleeves, and it will turn out as much work
Ak
reported the Esslingen city counfro*
NO REGRET
of Kentucky. Every man and woas a gang of men shouldering 1,788 pounds
1111.11STAICE 1111111 SEINCI
cil held a lengthy session, addBy David Taylor Marke
man and child living in Kentucky
• Awes le• CUPPIR Yee lime* Is* •
among them and carrying the load one mile.
ing:
"Again
the
question
was
disis benefited in one way or anNew Brunswick, N. J. — This
other by the application of sci- year 200 boys and girls each re- cussed why the city hall clock Arnold Ligon Truck Line
You say men can't be hired for such work at suck
Contact
ence to the farms of our people."
ceived an estimated 60 better had stopped. Opinions were wideJAMES D. MASHBURN
wages? You're correct! Yet 1,788 pounds is the
ly divergent."
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky.
average amount of freight the Illinois Central
Adirondack Park, N. Y., cov- years of life.
Frustration„ disappointment blocking and to formulate a prohauled one mile for 1 cent last year. The total
ers 3,281 square miles, has 2,200
lakes, 18 peaks above 4,000 feet, discouragement and even tragedy gram of treatment as is required
hauled was 72 million tons.
and can accommodate one million were considered to be rubbed off for the actual reading classes."
For doing this job the Illinois Central paid
The clinic has helped more
campers daily.
their slate. And it was all beits
In ancient times pearls were cause they had undergone 60 than 1,000 adults annually, as
workers twice what they received twenty years
symbols of sorrow .They were be- hours of skillful teaching in rem- well. There was, says Dr. Starr,
ago -although its average freight rate increased
lieved to be tears of God.
edial reading at Rutgers Univer- the case of an ex-GI. Before the
only 17 per cent.
sity's Psychological Clinic.
' war, he was considered an intelWhat's the answer? Hard working moneySays Dr. Anna S. Starr, eminent ligent worker in a warehouse,
WALKER HAS IT
psychologist and chairman of the but every time he had a chance to
$700,000,000 worth of it invested in locomotives,
advance
in
jabs
involving
Road
Dawson
paper
department: "We are fast discars, rajj*, signals and other property -every
covering the importance of read- work, he failed.
•
penny
it helping Illinois Central workers
"One day, after he had starting to successful personality
prodnee
ed
working
more
and earn more.
with
us,"
says
Dr.
growth.
Some
psychologists
are
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
going so far as to say that failure Starr, "he stood gazing out of a
Dial 3211
With thb combination of working men and
to read is a strong contributing window, muttering to himself:
a/or/claw money, the Illinois Central is deter.
factor not only to childhood prob- 'B-A-L-L-F-I-E-L-D.' He grinned
mined, to dam the continued friendship and
wraTAICE OURS STRAMHT, lems but actual delinquency. and explained, 'Why, that means
Reading is the first skillful acti- BALLFIELD! It's been there all
patronage tg those it serves.
POPS,STRAIGHT FROM A
We Do All Kinds of Mechanivity the child is called upon to the time and I didn't know it!'"
PRINCETON CREAMERY
A new world had opened up cal Work on Cars and Trucks-W. A. JOHles-rore
master by himself. If he cannot
President
MILK BOTTLE,
keep up with his group, he feels for him. He was beginning to unthat he is failure and patterns derstand the meaning of letters
THAT IS.
and words. Dr. Starr is confident
of maladjustment begin."
In examining hundreds of chil- that in time he will learn to read
dren, Dr. Starr has found the and write well.
There is no magic in the suc- B. F. DILLINGHAM in charge
causes for failure to read are almost as numerous as the chil- cess achieved by the clinic. It is
dren themselves. Sometimes the all a matter of hard work In
reasons lie in blockings due to reading cases, testing is the first
family disharmonies and fears. step—and often takes longer than
Sometimes they lie in visual dif- treatment, says Dr. Starr. A child
ficulties. Again, the child may be is studied as he works out block
sent to school before he is ready puzzles, peg boards and other into learn to.ad, or over-crowd- telligence and personality meaed classes may not permit time surements.
Eyes are carefully checked and
to diagnose his reading habits.
Someti,mes, the practice of ad- where found wanting, referred
ministering true and false exam- for corrective measures. Lack of
inations leads to less ability to available energy or low persistWe are now handling a complete line of fertilizer manufacence of effort may indicate a phyread and write.
tured by Knoxville Fertilizer Co., Nashville, Tenn.
One boy, for example, was told sical condition which needs the
by an older playmate that no two attention of a physician.
0:10K6161. NUTON,KY. words were alike. The logically- Many methods are used in the
In order to be sure of getting your fertilizer promptly conminded lad then reasoned that remedial teaching. Youngsters
tact
us
now and place your orders.
are
grouped
according to age and
if this were so, there were too
many words to learn, so why ability but no more than five
make up a class.
bother.
We quote you as follows, delivered at your farm with 5%
One child was found to have
discount for cash payment.
a deep-seated lea: of the color
black. She rapidly learned to
read words printed in other col100-Lb.
Analysis
ors. Then the girl was painsBogs
BRANDS
Paper
Nit.
A.P.A.
Pot.
for
takingly-convinced of the superior advantages of black for print$47.30
Knox Pulverized 6-8-6
6
8
6M
ing. She overcame the fear and • GOOD QUALITY
45.70
Knox Vegetable Special
her reading ability raced ahead.
5
10
5
Because so many factors are • GOOD WORKMANSHIP
46.50
Knox
Pulverized
4-12-8
4
12
8
behind a child's inability to read,
*GOOD VALUE
Dean's Choice
43.00
4
12
4
Dr. Starr insists remedial reading classes should be conducted • IN GOOD TASTE
38.60
Knox Krop Special
9
3
6
in conjunction with a psychologiKnox Krop Kicker
38.60
2
12
6
cal clinic or child guidance pro35.90
Knox Grain Grower
gram.
O
14
7
"We emphasize that remedial
38.50
Knox Pulverized 0-1 2-1 2
O
12
12
reading should be therapeutic to
30.80
Knox Pulverized Phosphate O
20
0
have greatest values," she sa'ys.
Princeton, Ky.
"Often as much time is required Phone 3284
Knox Alfalfa Special
46.00
2
12
12
to get at the seat of a child's
43.40
Bright

the reorldk

Most

MAZINGPemor

Reading Prevents
Failure In Life

Princeton Motor
Sales

"Jubilee"
TABLEWARE

MULEHIDE CORDUROY SHINGLES
MULEHIDE ROOF COATING, 5 gal. lots
CASEIN PAINT
ASPHALT TILE, )x9 blocks, each
WALLPAPER, per single roll
STANDARD ROCK WOOL BAITS, per foot

If

phone

$7.50 per sq.
75e per gal.
2.79 per gal.
S. up
121,4e up
6%e

No. 3528 will

Buick Sales &
Service

RUBIS CENTRAL
RAILROAD
Amm LINE OF MID-AMERICA

call this office by Saturday noon they will
receive 1 qt. of Warren's 4-hr. Enamel.

SPECIAL
UTILITY SitEATING, per hundred boaro feet....$4.51
This dry and dressed lumber in pine and hardwoods

MEMORIALS

Henry & Henry
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3
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9
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42.90

Flora Food
Borax

4
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60.00
90.00

WE OFFER YOU WEST KENTUCKY'S MOST COMPLETE STOCK
OF FEED TO CHOOSE FROM AT PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD TO

.
U
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PAY. STOP IN TODAY AND LET US SHOW YOU HOW YOU CAN
GET MORE PROFIT FROM YOUR FEED DOLLAR.

*

BRING US YOUR CORN AND LET US MAKE YOUR bAIRY FEED,
YOUR HOG FEEDS AND YOUR POULTRY FEEDS. USE YOUR OWN

.,*-otoolobbo

GRAIN AND SAVE MONEY.

ri Veer
V• AM lb*
I I PANIt
&VA. 4,700 14a.

RANDOLPH MOTORS
Phone 2028
•
kMU POWS 1/00,0041 CAA-CANTY COMMIT * MIN POO WRY SLAM

Prescriptions

DAY PHONE 2071

NIGHT 3356

Phone 2075

WOOD DRUG STORE

PRINCETON MILLS
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Farmer, Pigs Ain't
s-They Hate Dirt
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The 3,000 islands, of the Bahama group extend over a distance
of 630 miles.

Crops, Terracing
Rebuild Worn Farm

Snake Lives Three
Years In Well Home

Over 125,000 homes
protected against termites
by Terminix!

011ie Poet has proved on his
Sidney
Australia.— (AP) —A
Almost a third of the nations
large brown snake has lived in
80-acre farm in McCracken counalien
live in New York State,
worn-out
eroded,
badly
that
ty
a well at Marrystville, South
land can be made productive
Australia, for three years. It
is
just
This
a
of
sapling
Sumraerlin
the
Ask for free insproon
The Romans used to applaud by
sy Sam
When soil building materials are
Farmer, many true facts about pigs, a fell in there when half-grown
of yew- property
their fingers.
Joh, N. C.—Mr.
used in connection with a water- snapping
and
made
its
home
on
the
roots
believe those dirty stories breed of patient creatures that of trees which have broken the
management plan
STEGER LUMBER CO.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
has been relegated by man to a
Years ago Mr Poet tried to
cement walls of the well. The
t er PigsPhone 3340
build up the soil by planting
snake's home Is about seven feet
ing rumors to the life of mud and ignorance.
The dirty stories about pigs down and it has no way of escowpeas, but in.many places they
youi pigs are by nature
OlVe of
Authorlted
grew only to the two-leaf stage
Corp.
iesnest--and the smartest— have been authored by the hog caping. It is in good condition
\'•Ilev
.ziaCt f
raisers
themselves. Uninformed and prbvides continual debate on
In 1914 and 1916, he started the
As Aelvertimeri Is"/Ma Pest"
en your farm.
feur-footed friends M cer- and misguided, they hsve made how it manages to get food.
use of lime and phosphate, then
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry
TERMINIX
intelligence teits have out- the picture of a clean and gentlesowed alfalfa and sweet clover.
Dial 3211
around 95 degrees on hot sumpig a rare sight indeed.
manly
• LAWN
chimpanzees,
LAI. A
even
satisfactory that
so
were
Results
Let an expert explain—Dr. H. mer day, pigs just naturally scoot
fatest members of the ape
plan ever
that
continued
he
has
A. Stewart, head of animal breed- for the nearest waterhole. Since
since.
houselacoken, ing and swine research at Ncrth these oftentimes aren't provided,
can be easily
Mr. Poet's farm was the secthe
normally
clean-conscious
pigs
State
here
College
Carolina
in
as
trained to hunt
ond to -be terraced in the Massac
can be
swallow
their
vanity
and
colRaleigh.
BE WISE
as dogs.
Creek erosion control project in
"Pigs have become associated lapse into the closest mud walbehas
hat's more, scientists test
erosion
then,
Since
1936.
latter with filth only because we don't low."
side on baby pigs! The
caused no truoble for this farPigs don't have sweat glands
system more give them a chance to get away
a digestive
mer, said County Agent J. Ralph
like
he
said.
humans,
BUY A HOME FIRST
it,"
explained
Stewart.
from
Dr.
Instead,
than
humans
of
Overfield.
iv like that
a
they
have
under
the
layer
fat
of
the
"With
hovering
temperature
animal.
uther common
are
corn
of
acres
10
to
Eight
skin. For this reason, pigs can
Every Dollar You Put Into A Home Is Money Saved
contoured every year on terraccool their bodies only by radiaed land.
tion and evaporation of moisture.
Because of Mr. Post's success
Whether A Farm Or City Or Town Home.
Because of the fat layer, hogs like STARE IN AWE AT SLAIN DETECTIVE: Spectators peer at body of
the temperature in the low 50's. Police Detective Allen Lee, 38, who was shot to death at St. Paul, in reclaim.ng what was worthNELLY DON
Humans, o; course, prefer the Minn., Saturday, by a man identified by police as Oliver Crutcher, less land, his farm was chosen
SEE OUR LIST AT OUR OFFICE OR
for visiting on the Successful
FLORENTINE SCROLL
high 60's or low 70's.
30. Crutcher, a suspect in a holdup of a liquor store, was later fatally
counthe
n
held
Day
FarrnerFeld
Emily Post would be needed to wounded by police who trapped him in an apartment house. A patrolCALL 2441
PRINT
teach some pigs real table man- man was also wounded, not seriously, in the intensive man hunt.(AP ty and co-sponsored by the Paducah banks.
ners, but any farmer can make Wirephoto)
respectable eaters out of his pigs.
The United States has more
AGENTS CON
Pigs, contrary to world-wide State Magazine To Be
than a dozen communities named
belief, don't have gluttonous apBerlin.
Off Press Sept. 15
petites. Too many farmers fail
Frankfort—The Autumn issue
MOVING
to feed their pigs enough, not
Canada has about 37,000 square 'ONG DISTANCE
realizing that these animals re- of "In Kentucky" is off the press
miles of peat deposits.
Line
Truck
Ligon
Arnold
quire plenty of food because they Sept. 15.
Contact
grow proportionately faster than
Carrying a picture of a honeyPaper is thought to have been
JAMES D. MASHBURN
any other common animal. A sort mooning 'couple at Cumberland
Princeton, Ky.
invented in China about 105 A. D. Phone 2016
of psychological fear is created in
Falls on the cover, the offHal
pigs by this action, giving them
the impression that there isn't publication of theCommonwealth
going to be enough food to go of Kentucky features a story tellaround. That is why they dive for ing of progress made in State
HAVEN'T YOU
ITS ALL DOWN
MIKE SHOWED ME
the feed trough when the slop mental institutions.
HEARD? MIKE
AND
WHO IS
BLACK
IN
BELIEVE
I
TO
IIAD
An exclusive four-page color
comes around.
IS 0-2-2-2-2
THIS
---AND
WHITE
MY OWN
When self-feeders are provided illustrated artcle of honeymoonAT THE
MIKE?
MIKE'S RIGHT
EYES.
and less competition is Present, ing couple Wilma and Dale BarnPURINA
BACK
TO
THERE
pigs never show any indication stable at Cumberland Falls State
STORE
IT UP.
of a ravenous appetite.
Park is one of the highlights of
HE MAY NAVE THE
Scientists, in a search for in- the issue. Dale, of UK basketball
ANSWER TO YOUR
telligence in pigs, have obtained fame, and his wife spent several
some amazing results. A series days of their honeymoon at the
PROBLEM.T00.
of multiple-choice tests was made
some years ago in which the ob- park.
Making up the balance of the
PRINCETON MILLS
ject was for the animal to discern position relationships from 24 fmitures in this issue are storPhone2071
a maze of compartments—like the ies about the new rural road promirror house at the sideshow. gram, new park buildings, "slop"
111 • II
111
III
Surprisingly enough, four chim- elimination, park and Kentucky
II 11
111 • II 111
panzees and an orangutan failed Lake scenes, Kentucky's fight
Wonderful washable Nelda crepe
to match the score of the pigs.
against tuberculosis, industrial
If anyone doubts that pigs can safety, the air National Guard,
rayon in a taffeta trimmed newbe house-broken, he should confluorspar and atomic
line shirtdress with reversible
sider this true tale about a pet Kentucky
ig at a recent mid-west state energy.
belt. Wine with gray, blue with
"fair. This well-trained young pig climbed the flights of stairs, and
light blue, green with brown.
accompanied his master up the was waiting outside the office
$10.95
elevator one day to an office way door when his boss came out.
up in a building near the fairAs far as pigs being able to
See our complete line of attractive styles.
grounds.
hunt as well as dogs, one only
After much patient waiting out- need be reminded of the meek
side the door, the little pig am- domesticated pigs' savage ancesbled down the flights of stairs, tor, the wild boar. But after all,
went out the front door and to that is another story.
his own designated men's room
He then reentered the door, Try a Leader Classified Ad!
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134 Years Of Manufacturing
Farm Implements

;rant'

WAS LAUNCHED
ONE YEAR AGO

-Lb.
r Bags

—and in the 12 record-breaking months since,
every phase of the automobile business

$47.30
45.70
46.50
43.00
38.60
38.60
35.90
38.50
30.80
46.00
43.40
42.90

has felt the impact of that historic
Introduction by Oldsmobile
This is the first anniversary of one of the
most revolutionary
developments in
motoring history ...
Oldsmobile's brilliant
"Rocket" Engine!
In one short year,
the "Rocket" has changed America's automoa completely
brought
has
It
standards.
tive
new level of performance and reliability to
motoring. It has earned a unique reputation
for smooth, quiet, economical power!

-1;0.00
90.00

But you must drive it to believe it! On this
"Rocket" anniversary, your Oldsmobile Dealer
cordially invites you to take the wheel of a
"Rocket" Engine Oldsmobile ... and discover
how the "Rocket" combines with HydraMatic Drive for the most thrilling performance
you've ever known. A phone call will bring
you a thrilling demonstration ride.

STOCK
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PIRST TSAR Or THII "ROCKET"
S•pil•mbse 11 -The
"Rocket" plant is
completed.
Se$65444". Soar/miter IS—Olditmobile's new "Rock1948
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See these new Implements and Tractors that
are made to fit your farming needs—
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You Get Complete
Football Coverage
In The 4101111rier-Journa I
of high
school
* ALL the scores
and
college
games.
* Your favorite Kentucky
and Southern Indiana
college teams covered
by top-notch CourierJournal sports staffers.
* Full nation-wide football
reports of the Associated
Press and United Press.

TOMORROW NIGHT
in the opening game of the season
with Morganfield.

* B I g WIREPHOTO action
shots of the country's
most thrilling games.
* Complete coverage of top
Kentucky and
Southern
Indiana games by The
Courier-Journal
photographers.
:fc

er is
.1

FOOTBALL is here.,
see the TIGERS

Read It Every

s

Thursday, Septemb

Weekly Likenhous r a tings and win-loss records.

Courier-Journal sports editor Earl Ruby heads-up
an all-star lineup of writers and photographers
whose crisp, lively stories and action pictures
will put you on the 50-yard line at every important game in Kentucky, Southern Indiana and
throughout the nation.

BE ON HAND TOMORROW NIGHT AT 8:15
P. M.

Thursday,
., Fred
Mr and Mr
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with her par
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"
Mr. and 111
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00 Moore of
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WHEN THE WHISTLE BLOWS AND
MIGHTY

If you like football you can't afford to
miss The Courier - Journal's complete
football coverage. Read it every day.

TIGERS TAKE TO THE FIELD TO GET
FOOTBALL

Z1)c U.'xiiiticr -"journal

OFF TO ITS POWERHOUSE START. BACK
THE
TIGERS AT HOME AND AWAY IN THEIR SCH
EDULED 10 GAMES. YEA TIGERS! LET'S GO!

THE MUSIC HOUSE OF

4
-gt
Ratli
T.

Sitaddelata
1949 TIGER
SCHEDULE

at
PADUCAH --- LEXINGTON
AND LOUISVILLE

Sept. 16—Morganfield . . Home
Sept. 23--Franklin-Simpson
Away

Tomorrow
Will Launch A Great

Sept. 30--Madisonville

FREE MUSICAL
OPPORTUNITY
•

*

"As you embark upon your football
season with the Tigers, we wish
you ever,
,
success and speak for every Tiger fan
when we say 'WELCOME BACK
TO PRIN.
CETON.' Under the guidance of you and
Coach John Hackett, may the
Tigers be
victorious in this 1949 pigskin season
ahead!"

Away

October 7—Open
Oct. 14---Trigg Co. . . . . Home
Oct. 21 Mayfield . . .
Home
Oct. 28 Hopkinsville . . Away

Throughout Kentucky
*

WELCOME BACK TO PRINCETON
ASS'T. COACH CLIFF COX

*

Nov. 4— Sturgis

WE WILL SEND TO YOUR HOME
A NEW SPINET PIANO ABSOLUTELY

Got If*
es suds
moth
show you

Home

7e4S 0

Nov. 11 —Murray

Home

Yes, yeo.
well

Nov. 24

Away

Marion

!"111

FREE
To use for a limited period of time

THAT YOU MAY HAVE THE
OPPORTUNITY OF FINDING OUT IF YOUR
CHILD IS MUSICALLY INCLINED

PLACE- BUTLER STADIUM -

Fa

CONDTIONS
V You Pay Nothing
ir You Promise Nothing
V You Must Have a Child
or Adult who will agree to
take four piano lessons from
your own teacher — or from
Mrs. Mabel Taley at Shackleton's Studio
*

4

McGOUGH PAINT &
WALLPAPER STORE
" THE COMPLETE PAINT STORE"
W. Court Square
Phone 2585

*

Usual Reference Required
CALL, WRITE OR TELEPHONE AT ONCE
If you cannot call fill out and mail this coupon

Without any obligation to me, please mail
illustrated 'catalogue from which I have the
privilege of selecting a new spinet piano
for FREE
use for a limited period of time for pupil
to
start on.
NAME

BILL'S AUTO ASSOCIATE
STORE
AUTO PARTS AND ACCESSORIE
S
SPORTING GOODS
E. Main St.
Phone 3726

PRINCETON CREAMERY
PASTURIZED PRODUCTS
E. Main St.
Phony 21%3

This Message Sponsored By These

*BAKE

McCONNELL ELECTRIC CO.

Local Tiger-Backing Merchants

Electrical Contractors—Frigidaire —51.0L
ie
205 W. Market St.
Phone 2091

PRUETT BROS.

CORNER DRUG STORE

TIIE MARKET OF QUALITY
130 E. Main St.
Phone 3044

STEGER LUMBER YARD
Mail TO

C. A. WOODALL INS.

THE STORE FOR SERVICE AND SAVIN
GS
Phone 3404 - - - We Deliver

AGENCY

SHACKLETON'S 612 Broadway, Paduac
h

GI

"FROM A SPLINTER TO A CARLOAD"
S. Cave St.
Phone 334

LEWIS & SISK

Sisackletwil
EVERYTHING IN MUSIC
PADUCAH —612 BROADWAY
LEXINGTON-147 E. Math

Standard Products — Atlas Accessories
N. Court Square
Phone 3031

I W. Court Sq.

Phone 24

BEST LUCK, TIGERS
Phone 3801

MARVIN SERVICE CABS
S

lave SI

Phone 2733

VER *W

Smod So
Saws..
"
• Log
and

MORGAN'S

LUNCHES
Phone 2276

WESTERN KY. GAS CO., INC.

PRINCETON MOTOR SALES
.
]
Dawson Road

DRINKS

*FESCU

ESTABLISHED 1907

MITCHELL'S CAFE
SANDWICHES
W. Market St.

GRASS

" RE WISE - BUY A HOME FIRST"

STREET ADDRESS
CITY

*MIMI

"43 Years Of Dependable Servio
e"
PHONE 2035

I

BLANE SERVICE STATION

Dawson Rd.

See

AETNA PRODUCTS
Phone

WAMORCHAM
"YOUR LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANERS
Madisonville St.
phone 10;;

LOUISVILLE-621 So. 4th

WWI

•

,

, Hewlett Davis, Mr. and
W. M. Young, Mrs. Luke
uerterinous, were dinner guests
Mrs. George Petit In
f Mr and
inceton, Friday night.
Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Boaz have

30,080 Farmers average
96.95' Bushels per acre with(
DEKALB HYBRID CORN
From 1939 through 1948
in the DeKalb National Corn
Growing Contest on Selected ,
3-Acre Contest Plots. '

FIREMAN, SAYE MY FISH!
TOULOUSE, France.—(AP/—
Firemen in the department of Lot
were called to rescue fish which
were threatened with suffocation
through the low-water level of the
river Have. Two hundred pounds
of fish were picked up in nets,
transferred into watertanks on
trucks, and safely transported to
point where the
another
drought's effects were less severe.

C A. Woodall Insurance Agency
Established 1907
"Not For A Day But For All Time"
Associates
Virgil Smith

Russell Woodall

Ar.iw They're stand-outs 114r4
in pulling power and staying poiriorl

51110E13AKEA
TRUCK

sr

.4-0•S
se.

Seed For Fall Sowing

Order Your DeKatb Corn from

Ratliff Hardware, Princeton, Ky.
T. R. Akridge Fredonia, Ky.

HERE'S HOW 10
MONTHLY

Fourteen hundred acres of tobacco in Clark county were sprayed by plane for grasshoppers, and
about 1,000 acres dusted or sprayed by hand.
The Norwood 4-H club of 12
members in Pulaski county with
leader Mrs. Hewey Vaughn,
raised $50 for the Bingham 4-H
Camp Improvement Fund.
About 300 aluminum trays have
been made by homemakers in
Rowsh

Madison county, homemakers froze 24,175 pounds of meat
and canned 1,862 quarts.
Montgomery county homemakers made 154 slipcovers, padded
96 pieces of furniture and repaired 57 spring cushions the past
year.
William M. Slusher of Bell
county has 10 acres of hillside
paiture containing seven grasses
and five legumes.
Strawberries provide an income
per acre equal to or exceeding
that of Burley tobacco, stated W.
W. Magill, UK small fruit specialist.
C. E. Powell of Marshall county has a field which averaged
more than three tons per acre of
redtop, timothy, lespedeza and alfalfa.
Homemakers in Southern Madison and Rockcastle counties exhibited homemade toys in store
windows in two communities.
Baltimore, Md.; were Friday GIRL ABOUT TO UNDERGO SURGERY: This unusual picture of an
Mrs. J. K. Tracy of the Holland
guests of Miss Imogene Wiggin- 18-month-old child, Joan Arlene Weber, about to undergo surgery Homemakers Club in Allen counton.
for removal of a razor-sharp chisel rammed into her abodoment, was ty and her committee stenciled
In honor of Mrs. Hewlett Davis, made by the anaesthetist, Dr. Allan G. Silverton at Silver Cross names on 59 mail boxes.
of Miami, Fla., Mr. and Mrs. John Hospital in Joliet, Ill. A three-hour operation to remove the chisel,
Due to weather, the cucumber
F. Rice entertained Saturday which had penetrated her gall bladder and liver, f3llowed. Joan had crop in Ohio county was less
night at dinner with the follow- tripped and fallen on the tool, which was protruding from a bucket. than half of last year's harvest,
ing guests present; Mrs. Davis; (AP Photo).
although a larger acreage was
Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Young,
thousands of differ- planted.
are
There
Princeton; Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Poison For Hoppers
For the past nine years, there
ent kinds of mosquitos.
Young, Mrs. Luke Quertermous,
have been no reactors to TB
There are about 14,000 differ- among dairy herds in Livingston
Mrs. Beulah Howerton, Billy Sam In Strawberry Beds
Dusting or sprayin g with ent kinds of mosses.
Young and Dick Rice.
county.
Mrs. Kelly Bradshaw and Mrs. chlordane will kill grasshoppers
Bill Smith entertained with a in strawberry patches, suggests
stork shower Thursday night at
of Agriculture and
the home of Mrs. Bradshaw, in the College
Economics, University of
honor of Mrs. Malcom Boone. Home
in reply to numerous
Games were played and a plate Kentucky,
that hoppers were
lunch was served to the follow- complaints
5 percent chloring guests; Mrs. Hugh Tosh, Mrs. ravaging beds. A
• ALFALFA
On with a
Woodall, Mrs. Gene Rogers, Mrs. dane dust can be put
SWEET CLOVER
•
may
chlordane
Russell Melton, Mrs. Floyd Jones, hand-duster, or
the rate
LADINO CLOVER
•
Mrs. Mitchell Clift, Mrs. Charles be mixed with water at
and
Brockmeyer Jr., Mrs. C. V. Yan- of a pound to 50 gallons
CRIMSON CLOVER
•
dell, Mrs. Clifford Baker, Mrs. sprayed on the plants.
ORCHARD GRASS
•
W. B. Conway, Mrs. Malcom daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Howard
Boone, Mrs. Bradshaw and Mrs. McMican who formerly resided
• BLUE GRASS
Smith.
near Fredonia.
• RYE GRASS
Mrs. T. R. Feagan has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Neil Hunley of
• FESCUE
home after spending last week H.art5ard, Ky., have taken an
with her daughter, Mrs. Chester apartment in the home of Mr. and
• TIMOTHY
Miller and Mr. Miller in Wichita, Mrs. Jim Ray. Mr. Hunley is the
• VETCH
Kansas.
new basket ball coach for this seaMr. and Mrs. Warren Maxwell son.
• - - ALSO - - and Mr. Ed Maxwell were dinner
Mrs. Roy Ashby and Mrs. Rayguests of Mrs. Florence Parr and mond Phelps were in Paducah
FERTILIZER
Miss' Dorothy Parr Wednesday Wednesday of last week.
2-12-6
noon. They left for their home in
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Bugg and
Franklin, .Ohio, Wednesday aft- daughter, of Evansville, were the
20% PHOSPHATE
ernoon.
weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Miss Imogene Wigginton spent Dave Perkins and Mrs. Allle
several days this week with Mrs. Bugg.
Carrie Hodge in Princeton.
(Ineoressested)
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Ragweed pollen grains, which
Telephone 115
West Seventh at Cleveland
Sammy Cox Sunday were: Rev. are one of the major causes of
and Mrs. Gill and daughter, of hay fever, are so small that it
Hopkinsville
Golden Pond; Mrs. Elder, Mr. and takes 2,500 of them to make an
Mrs. Monos Cox and children,
inch.
and Mr. and Mrs. John Cox.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Quertermous and son, were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Blackburn, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Austin
spent Sunday as guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Milton York.
Mrs. Dan Allen, Nashville,
Tenn., is the guest of her sister;
Mrs. Bessie Rucker, and Mr. and
Mrs. Noble Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Rowland
and daughter, Cindy, Princeton;
and Mrs. Bertie Stinett. Marion;
were dinner guests of Mrs. Lizzie
Lewis, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Moore were
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Raleigh Moore, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cannon,
Nashville, Tenn., spent several
days last week with her mother,
Mrs. Ambie Fuller.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Brasher,
Donald and Dennis Brasher, and
Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Perryman
and daughter, Betty Joe; were in
Evansville, Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Grubbs spent
several days last week with their
son, Frank Grubbs, and Mrs.
Grubbs in Lyon County.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young, Mr.
••••••
and Mrs. John F. Rice, Mrs. Luke
•
Quertermous, Mrs. Hewlett Davis, W. F. Young, Billy Sam
Young and Dick Rice were dinner
guests of Mr. and Mrs. John Rd
Young in Princeton, Sunday.
Mrs. J. B. Sory and Mist Dora
Young were in Evansville Friday.
M. and Mrs. T. R. Jones and
family; Mr and Mrs. J. E. Boone,
and Mrs. Kelly Bradshaw, Paul
=d Pat Brabliaw, attended lhe
wedding of Miss Elloise Malican
of near Pleasant Hill and Kr. Sylvester Neuhoff, of Ivaneville, at
the Pleasant Hill Baptist church in
Crittenden County, Saturday afternoon. We. Neuhoff is the

CHICAGO- -(AP) If you want
satin ned from Louisville where
to stay out of trouble. don't look
they spent last week as guests of
at a television show while you
Mr. and Mrs. Bolin Robison and
drive your car.
Tom
Mr. and Mrs.
Owen.
It shouldn't be necessary to pass
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Maxwell,
Ed Maxwell and Miss Imogene this warning along to anybody
Wigginton were Tuesday night who can count without using his
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. fingers. But 15 states are taking
L. W. Guess and Miss Nelle Guess no chances. They adopted laws
this year that either (1) prohibit
in Grider.
Miss Ada Leeper and Walter operation of a motor vehicle
Leeper were guests of their equipped with a TV set in view
brother Frank Leeper and Mrs. of the driver. or (2) forbid inLeeper in Madisonville, Sunday. installation of a set in a place
Mrs. Carrie Hodge, Princeton; where a driver can see it. ,
The American Public Works
Mrs. Lucy M 3ee, Knox,-111e,
Tenn.; and Mrs. Mitt Templeman, Association says the states wit},
such laws are Colorado, Connecticut, Indiana, Illinois, Maine,
Maryland, Massachusetts, Minnesota, New Hampshire, North Car
olina, Oklahoma, Pennsylvania,
Vermont, Washington and Wisconsin.

IT PAYS TO
PLANT DEKALB

00.

Ky. Farm News

Fifteen States Curb
Automobile Television

redonia News
SeIdyll McElroy,
Mr and Mrs.
the weekend
spent
Iton, Ill.,
ith her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
oy Moore.
Mr and Mrs. Warren Maxwell,
Franklin,
r Ed Maxwell of
ha); and Miss Imogene Wigginn were dinner guests of Mrs.
ura Moore and Miss Ella Gartt Moore of Farmersville, Tues-
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PANMENISI
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Get the cosh from vs to pay ecoltorod biN. and 410 porneole
os mooch as oese-holf. 114.441 only IMO payment to make each
month intoned of several. Wel welcome the opportunity to
show you how we cao reduce yaw payment&

Iles Ow 20- Orogti ReAdvme•st
Yes, yew owl Oaks as long os 20-seontho to repay your 14441/4.
Well armee payments to lit C- imam. Photo or souse hs,
!•41sfi

Farm Supplies
FIELD SEED
*CRIMSON CLOVER* VETCH SEED
*BARLEY *BALBOA RYE *RYE GRASS*BLUE
GRASS *LADINO CLOVER *ORCHARD GRASS

•ALFALFA

*FESCUE *TIMOTHY *RED TOP *SWEET CLOVER *WHITE CLOVER

vise- •Owner after owner reports that Studebaker trucks
out-p•rtorm and out-economize anything on wheels
at their size and wheelbase!
— prefer lite
•Owner after owner reports that drivers
easy-handling, restful-riding new Studebaker* to any
other trucks in a fleet.
•Stop in and check up on the out-ahead design, ova.
aheaci ruggedness, out-ahead gas economy, owl"
ahead value of the new Studebaker trucks.

The Planters Hardware Co.

Robinson Implement Co.
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1 NIATUNNIII CHARMING,

BURMA FASHIONS...

Princeton, Ky.

Telephone 3284

4I0

PORNO ALL TIMM LOW

Seed Sowers - • - Innoculation • -. Cross Cut
Saws..- Axes - • - Wedges - • - Sledge Hammers
- - • Log Chains - •• Skidding Tongs--• Harness
and Saddles.• - Harness Repair Work
See Ow new Mogul lubber Ike Wagon
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----Two Arrested Here
By Stote Police
r:wih M. Kirby, 23, of
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Deaths & Funerals

Princeton, was arrested Sunday for
drunken driving, and Garland E.
Bell, 24, was arrested Monday for
speeding and reeKless driving
within the city limits it was reported by Sgt. Marvin Darnell,
state highway patrolman. Both
were fined $10 and costs.

Local Golfers
Enter Tournament
Sam Koltinsky, Ji, Willard
Moore, Dr.C.H. Jaggers and Ralph
Randolph, local golfers, participated in the Kentucky Open Golf
Tournament in Madisonville last
weekend.

LINAVE FOR U. K.
Pi inceton students who left
Sunday for University of Kentucky, Lexington, were syirginta
BeWiet Ektterflerd;"Marvin Pograsky, Bill Mays, Bill Sparks, Nancy
Dee Hearne, Barney Linton, Dottie Deen, Cynthia Ann Cunningham, Allan Watson, Barbara Sue
Graham, Campbell Harold Cameron and Oscar Cantrell,

Mrs. Cora A. Crist
Funeral services for Mrs. Cora
A. Crist, 89, who died at the home
other daughter, Mrs. 0. B. Swisher, of the Crider community were
held Monday at 2:30 p. m. at
White Sulphur Baptist Church, by
the Rev. H. G. M. Hatler. She
had been in ill health for several
years.
Mrs. Crist was the oldest•member of the White Sulphur Baptist
church.
Survivors include a sister, Mrs.
Lizzie Freeman, North Jefferson
street; and two daughters, Mrs.
Jim Campbell, of the Crider community, and Mrs. Swisher.
• Burial was in the churC:1 cemetery.

RETURN FROM VACATION
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Moore
and Dr. and Mrs. C. H. Jaggers Miss Gertie Harper
have returned from a "Week's vaMiss Bertie Harper, Fredonia,
caiton in the Smoky Mountains Route 1, died Monday night at
and North Carolina.
Jennie Stuart Hospital, Hopkins-

ENTERS DENVER
ar••
Donald Slasher,
left Monday for
Dtthe
where he will
AT JENNIE STUART
resume he it
at the Denver
Bobby Clinton Vickery, Route
the last three Unversty.
weeks
8, is under treatment at Jennie
k
exits. Mr. and Mrs. with
Stuart Hospital, Ilepkinsville, this
Cecil Br.
of Fredonia.
week.
TO RE-ENTER
N. H. Taley,VANDERI;
Ji.,
ing a two weeks'
his parents, Mr. vacat
and tt,
Talley, W. Man
ing employed at street, a.
Baptist ;
Nashville, Tenh., this
sur
will resume hiVanderbilt
thi•
The thermometer as we know
month.
It today is only 200 years old.
The "shot" in shot-putting oriLast year the
ginally was just that, a cannon
average anier
can consumed half
pound ott,,,'
ball.
ti
ENROLL AT GEORGETOWN
Miss Joan Watson, Ralph McConnell and Jimmy Franklin left
this week for George town Collegd, Georgetown, where they
have enrolled for the coming
year.

dir.........,.. .., I
SUNKEN BALLROOM IN ATLANTIC CITY: The roof and walls of the main ballroom
of the Million
Dollar Pier in Atlantic City N., J., sag inward Tuesday, after a spectacular early morning
fire. The
blaze destroyed a 300-foot section of the 1,900-foot-long pleasure palace. Fire officials estimated damage at $200,000 to the pier which for 43 years has b locier/ uo
pasota sets 1/ liattuipuni tuorsqaeaq u trao
Day for the winter. No one was injured in the blaze. (AP Wirephoto).

Senator Wayne L. Monte (R.Ore.) reads messages from
ville.
friends while awaiting a barber
Survivors include two brothers,
to trim his whisker growth in
Carl and Gerald Harper, of Frebed at Salem, Ore., hospital. He
donia. Her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
gas heat, large tot. 802 W. Main. is convalescing, after he was
Lee Harper, died during the last WATCH MAKING: All makes
knocked unconscious in a state
Phone 3112.
and models. Clocks, Jewelry
11-1tp
two years.
horse show buggy accident. (AP
repaired.
All
work
guaranteed.
Miss Harper, a member of
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified FOR SALE 45 acres, new 4-room Wirephoto).
Walnut Grove Baptist church,
house; two wells, wire fenced;
watchmaker.
H. C. Russell,
was a native of the Fredonia sec3 miles out on Dawson Road. Rotarians Hear
Prop.
tion.
tfc
Kelley C. Morse Real Estate
L. A. Stewart, an assistant suFuneral services were held
Agency.
10-1hp. perintendent for Oklahoma ConAUTO GLASS: Sheet safety
Wednesday at Flatrock.
struction Co., an affiliate of the
glass cut and installed in all CLASSIFIED
Texas Gas Corp., explained pipecars. Williams Texaco Service
FOR SALE-6-room house with line construction
to members of
James R. Kennedy
Station, Corner Plunk & main.
full-size basement; hardwood the Rotary
Club at their regular
Phone 557.
tfc
Funeral services for James R.
floors and gas furnace. In Lawdinner meeting Tuesday night.
Kennedy, who died at his home
fence lot, 324 Dawson Road. Ben Owen,
Lay-Away Sale of Dolls and
Louisville and Delmar
in New Philadelphia, 0., will be
Phone
2449.
12-1tp
Stuffed Animals. A small amount
Mays and J. H. Williams, of the
conducted at Morgan's Funeral
down, balance in easy payments. CLASSIFIEDMarion Club, were guests.
Home Thursday afternoon (today)
Federated Store.
11-ltc FOR SALE-Coles Hot Blast
at 2 o'clock, with the Rev. Carl
*FORKED DEER OATS
Stove. Dial 1517. Mable McLin, REVIVAL TO CLOSE
Boucher, in charge.
WANTED --- Woman with car,
407
Franklin
*RESEEDE
street.
D CRIMSON CLOVER
11-1tp
Survivors are a son, Richard
Revival
who can work 16 hours per
services now being conK., Ohio; two brothers, Joe Manse
week; no canvassing. Above av*LADINO CLOVER
Boys' $4.98 Dress Pants, sizes ducted at Beaulah Hill Baptist
and John, Caldwell County; and
erage earnings. Write Mrs. Pau- 10-16, $1.00 and $2.77.
Federated Church by the Rev. H. G. M.
*ALFALFA-OKLAHOMA
a half-brother, Rufus, also of this
Hatler, pastor of the First Baptist
line Hatchett, Benton, Ky., Store,
11-1tc
County.
Church he e, will close Friday,
*RED CLOVER
Route 3.
9-3tp
burial will be in Cedar Hill
FOR SALE-Five-room house Sept. 16, it is announced.
*ORCHARD GRASS
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
Cemetery.
with modern conveniences. UNDER TREATMENT
and Electrical Supplies, visit
*TIMOTHY
Double garage. Prices for imMiss Harriet Stalling, PrinceStalling and Kennedy Electric
mediate sale. Eulis Sumner,635 ton, and Miss Margaret Rachel
*BLUE GRASS
Livestock MMarket Report Service, 124 E. Main St., Pho
Madisonville Street, Princeton, Adams, Cobb, are under treat3180
Work
2389.
or
guaranteed.
*RYE GRASS
Number of head of livestock
Ky.
12-1tp ment at Jennie Stuart Hospital,
tfc
sold this week jumped 405 over
*BARLEY, BEARDED
Hopkinsville, this week.
the previous week, The cattle
Ladies' Rayon Panties, 25c, UNDERGOES OPERATION*BARLEY, BEARDLESS
Market was $100 higher and fully Sizes 6 and 7. Federated Store.
J. E. Boone Jr., of Fredonia,
active compared to last week.
*RYE
11-1tc who has been a patient at the
As recently as two centuries
TOTAL HEAD-1221.
Deaconness Hospital. Evansville, ago 200 crimes were punishable
*VETCH
Good Quality Fat Steers $22-$24 WANTED: Carpenter and cement ,after an appendectomy last week, 1807.
*KY. 31 FESCUE
Medium Quality Butcher Cattle,
worker; Cabinet
work
will return home today. Mr.
$19-21
speciality. Free estimates. Van Boone was accompanied to EvansGrass Fat Steers $20423
B. Shadoan at Scottsburg, Prin- ville last week by his parents, Mr.
INOCULATION FOR VETCH AND
Grain on Grass Steers $24426
ceton, Route 3.
10-2tp and Mrs. J. E. Boone, Sr., and Mrs.
CLOVER
Baby Beeves $21-$26
PIANOS: Both new anti used. Kelly Bradshaw.
Fat Cows $14416
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
Canners and Cutters
Two Princetonians on t trip to
WE RECLAIM ALL KINDS OF FIELD SEED. SEE
Hopkinsville, Ky.
521p
Bulls $14-$17
New York City report their necks
TREATED WITH NEW IMPROVED CERESAN
Stock Cattle $17-$23
Boys' Long Sleeve Plaid Sport are sore from looking. Robert and
YEP.. I PROMISED
Milk Cows, per Head $71.00- Shirts, sizes 6-16, $2.98
I TO BUILD HER A
value, Mrs. Dalzel, who are visiting her
$121.00
i'`-3140USE WITH CLEAN,
$1.49. Federated Stored. 11-1tc daughter, Mrs. Jerald Winters,
Best Spring Lambs $23 00
COMFORTABLE
say it's easy for folks to see they
Ic
In Hopkinsville It's
FOR
SALE;
Outboard
Motors for are from the country. We hope
VEALSLENNOX HEAT
Cruiser
control, shift to Scott- Mr. and Mrs. Dalzell remember
Fancy Veals $28.25
Atwater. Warm up in neutral that many of the
No. 1 Veals $28.10
best city people
shift to reverse and forward. 4 come from
No. 2 Yeats $24.90
(Incorporated)
the country.
h. p. 5 h. p'. and 71
/
2 h. p. with,
Throwouts $18.50
shift. Williams Texaco Service NOTICE
HOGS
StationPlum and Main St.
PHONE 3141
200-230-422.00
Pleasant Grove Church Com441.
Phone 2445.
tic mittee will receive sealed
235-280-$21.50
bids
355 and up-$19.50
Men's Matched Outfits. Every for thb sale of the old Pleasant
120-155-17.60
fabric sanforized. Army Twills, Grove Church buildiag.
."41"ssup •
160-195-21.00
All bids must be in the hands
Shirt $2.49, Pants $3.49.
11-1tc
of the Committee by Oct. 15.
Roughs 350 lbs. and under. $17.00
PIANO TUNING and •RepairsThe Cammittee reserves the
Roughts 355-450 lbs.-$16.00
'The richest :lame is •poor with- right to reject any and .all bids.
Roughs 455 lbs, and up $15.00
out misic." Isfew and recondiMERL KELLER,
tioned pianos $50 up. Sec or
Cobb Route 1, Ky.
RETURNS FROM HOSPITAL
write Homer Randolph, CadIa.
Member of Church Committee
Mrs. Margaret Zuermeahlen reKy.
tt4tp
turned to her home in Fredonia
FISH FRY HELD
last Thursday after undergoing
Prices are 4440,01 on easy to
CHEEZITS-Sunshine
HYDROX COOKIES, Sunshine
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young entreatment at Riverside Hospital, wash rayonit, Rayon Dresses for
Small Pkg.
small box
Paducah. Her condition is report- ladies In fall shades,•$2.98. Sizes tertained with a fish fry at their
8it
'home ,at Freaonia Thursday in
ed to be improved. .
CHERRIES, South Haven, red
12-20.
APRICOTS,
DRIED
Saratoga
•honcsr• of Mn. Hewlett Davis, of
pitted, 19-oz. ean
Medium, 11-oz. pkg.
FOR SALE-For clean, used cars Miashi", Fla.,Those present were
s.,29(
JUICE, Osage
ORANGE
and trucks, see Randolph Mrs. Davis,. Mr. and Mrs. John
LOVING CUP TEA
Motors. Ford Sales and Serv- 'Rice, Dick Rice, Mrs. Luke Quer46-oz.
can
pkg.
2
-1b.
l
49(
ice.
5-Itc termous, Louisville, Mr. and Mrs.
OLEOMARGARINE,
SEEDLESS RASINS, Del Monte
John Ed Young, Princeton, Mrs.
20(
Mi Choice Lb.
FOR expert paint and body re- Sam Howerton and Billy Sam
15-oz. pkg.
pairs, see Randolph Motors. Young.
or Drip, 1-1b. can
DRIED PRUNES, Sunsweet, med.
Ford Sales and Service. , ltC
Chase & Sanborn, reg or
111( COFFEE,
'
16-oz. pkg.
Boulder, Colo., owns a glacier.
or Drip, 1-1b. can
FOR SALE-By owner; 6-room
TOMATO CATSUP Nass, Indoana
from
SODA URACKERS, Ovenkist
house,t 'well kept; convenient, illy. which it gets its water sup14-oz. bottle
•
39(
2-1b. pkg.
'
'
CRUSHED PINEAPPLE, Silver River
LOVING CUP COFFEE,
' . 19-oz. can, .
2 For
$1.119
45(
Lb. 40c, 3 Lbs.
VEGETABLE SOUP, Big Boy
PEANUT BUTTER, Gold Craft
1
25-oz. can
55(
32o-z. jar
BLENDED JUICES;Heart of Florida
10
( PEACHES,Remarkable, sliced
19-oz. ean
'
29-oz. can
LIME
. .
PUMPKIN S,Autumn Harvest
10-1b. bag
3 large 30-oz. cane
GRAPEF.RUIT JUICE, Heart of ...,
SALAO DRESSING. 'Ilili, Garden
s
Florida, 19-oz. osin
31(
quart'jar
PORK & BEANS, Scott County
CORN, Penneysaver,%Whi- Gr. style
- 2 larks No. 2i cans
`• • .
2 For
Gent., 20-oz. can,
SLICED PINEAPPLE, Lotus,
BLUA HOltisfE CtimpositIdn Pencil
; PieyJ
pagSliZq
new
heavy •sYruti, 19-00. can • . • ....
type...4W f'ateb1 •
\ipi-toTablets No,. 980,
ItUTTER,,putch Girl
, the-minute dictionaty includes
CHARCOAL
hundreds Of tieve:oatrtls criver'S...
,
ing man's increased activity in
•••ss
'every field.'More'Shan 125,1100
entries; 2,300 teems illustrated;
BANANAS, Large
APP.
APPLES,
. 1 SGrimes
N es
1,(o
:
8 ilden.esh
b m
h3g.
' 'Clear,conCise, easy • to• underYellow, •Th.
stand definitions, 1,230 pages
ItELTAIW ONIOSS.•'
.
-.pointed on spatially*nagteLthin
OYSTERS
"'gaper. THUMIS-INIIP.XKD
Standard Pint ..
JJ
foe quick reference. Price $05'.00
,P.PLESATICICAvIlte Hansa
CIGARERVES, Popular- Brands.
-am up; erepethroitterbiremeg.
alaiNtp.A can
• , s Carton (tax Inelu.)

Classified Ads

B. P. 0. ELK
REGULAR MEETING

TONIGHT
8 O'Clock • Lodge Room
All Brothers Plan To Attend
Hillery Barnett, Sec'y.

- ALSO Rubber Tired Farm Wagons
From $50 to $100

SEWELL GARAGE
Phone 3742
Princeton, Ky.

When In Hopkinsville
Make

s

Wood's Drug Store
Your Shopping Center
Air Conditioned, Comfortable Chairs,
Friendly Atmosphere
Always Visit Us When In Town

Drug Store
Hopkinsville

.4,1f1.0

Field Seed

CAYCE-YOST COMPANY

B. M. Lusby Co.

RED FRONT OFFERS.

NEW COBBLER POTATOES
AS FINE AS YOU EVER SAW
10-11. Bag 29c
100-Lb. Bag $2.75

8c
25(
A

We have moved into a,new location formerly occupied by,pinceton Motor Sales on Washington
t
St., am tvite our customers to visit us there,
where.vkwill continue to serve you in the same
courtgru lnapney
,
••• •

'USED CARS '
AUTO AND TRUCK llEPAIIW"
TEXACO PRODUCTS
LUBRiCAtl
,
e

•

t

+.•

1111111111111110111111111

15
121:

"The All NEW
. Up-to-Date
Revised and Enlarged

22
lo
3s(
211(

WEBSTER'S NEW COLLEGIATE
DICTIONARY
..41Aftletl•w-7Ce4e.e.!

53(

1,14
25(
25(

co.

.40-r7..sv,

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables

1st
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. /7.
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WILLIAMS''GARAGE
R. B. Willtams
- Piiimoton,

Ike it hart today!

•
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VIGO (SUPPLY LIMITED)

Gibson Offers A Tractor
For Every Farm Job

Phone,
Wood's

witiNiryCh NE WSPA,P
yopi wick: 4440

•

SEED WHEAT

NEW LOW PRICES

Maple Avenue.'

15,1949
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